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The National Highway Trafic Safety Administration W S A ) sponsored a virtual conference on the
Internet (held July 5-August 11,2000) to understand the risks from distraction associated with the explosive
growth of in-car electronics. The Internet Forum provided an opportunity for technical experts and the public
(bothin the U.S. and inter~tionally)to download research papers, ask questions,and share experiences
regarding the use of in-vehicle devices (cell phones, navigation systems, wireless Internet, information &
entertainment systems, night vision systems, etc.). Content on the site was organized into two basic areas: (1)
Experience with technologies, and (2) Technical issues. The former provided opportunities for the driving
public to share their experience with specific technologies in the context o f driving and to provide their
perspectives on basic issues related to their use. Discussions emphasized use of cell phones, navigation
systems, night vision systems,wireless Internet,and information and entertainment systems. The "Technical
Issues" section was devoted to general cross-cutting issues related to the safety impacts of in-vehicle
technologies; five separate discussion areas were provided: D e w benefits and safety risks, Technical
challenges associated with measuring distraction, Equipment design features and design solutions,
Regulations, guidelines, and enforcement, and Safety campaigns and public education surrounding the safe
use of in-vehicle technologies. In all, the site received over 23,000 hits with over 9,500 unique users and
2,500 registered guests. The site remains available as an information rewsitorv and can be accessed at
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Internet Forum provided an opportunity for technical experts and the public (both in the U.S.
and internationally) to download research papers, ask questions,and share experiences regarding
the use of in-vehicle devices. In all, the site received over 23,000 hits with over 9,500 unique
users and 2,600 registered guests. Discussions emphasized use of cell phones, navigation
systems, night vision systems, wireless Internet, and information and entertainment systems.
General crosscutting issues related to the safety impacts of in-vehicle technologies (benefits &
risks, measuriug distraction, equipment design features, reguhtions, guidelines and enforcement,
safety and educational campaigns) were also discussed. Informal polls addressing a variety of
issues were also used to stimulate discussion on key topics and provide a sense of the general
feelings of Forum participants - results are not scientific and should not be interpreted as
rcpnsentatives of drivers in general. The site experienced significant growth within the first
three wnks with the largest single period of growth occurring between weeks 2-3. Although the
vast majority ofregistered guests (92%) were on-board by the end of the third week of the forum,
sustained participation was observed throughout the confaence including the last two weeks of
the event. Almost threequarters ofthe comments posted on the site (73%) were contributed by
private citizens. Although experience with use of specific in-vehicle technologies varied, nearly
2 out of every 3 registed gucsts used cell phones in their vehicles.
Experience With In-Vehicle Technologies
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Nearly half of the comments posted on the site (46%) related to cell phones. Comments reflected
perspectives from drivers impaCtaa by others using cell phones, as well as from technology users
themselves describing their o m experiences with operating cell phones while driving.
According to poll results, the overwhelming majority of participants (75%) felt it was not safe to
talk on a cell phone while driving; indeed 74% of the poll respondents felt local governments
should enact laws to restrict the use of these devices while driving. Even a majonty of
experienced cell phone users agreed that some foxm of restriction or regulation governing cell
phone use while driving was needed. Many also felt that bands-6-ce technology is not d c i e n t
to address the safety concerns while driving, arguing that the conversation itself (or cognitive
distraction) contributes to the underlying problem. Some even felt that hands-fire technology
could exacerbate the problem by encouraging cell phone use while driving. Cell phone use while
driving was perceived to um~bute.to traffic disruptions and cordicts; nummus accounts of
near-misses and first-hand testimonies of cell phone-related crashes were posted on the Forum.
Although it WBS recognized that poor driving performance is not limited to distraction induced by
cell phones, many felt that steps to address this problem should be considered given the
widespread use of this technology. There was considerable disagreement, however, on what
particular actions or steps rue needed in order to preserve the b e f i t s of cell phones without
causing unsafe driver dishaction. Edueation and safety campaigns. better equipment designs,
standards, requirements for handsfree devices, bans on cell phone use while driving, and
emforcement of existing laws were among the solutions proposed to address the dishaction
probelm.
The dishmion potential and safety impacts of in-vehicle navigation systems were also explored
In general, although in-vehicle navigation system were perceived to have significant safety
bendits, improperly designed or implemented systems were believed by many to potentially
compromise safety. A number o f key system design features and interface characteristics were
discussed and perceived to impact the safety and utility of these systems. These include the
location of displays and controls, content of the displays, interaction modes (voice versus text),
and accessibility to certain functions and features while driving. Performing complex, multi-step

tasks that require significant visual demands, such as programming a destination, while driving
were also viewed by many as a significant safety threat since they require drivers to look away
from the road. Poll results suggest that a majority of drivers would purchase navigation systems
evm if the system prevented them from entering a destination when the vehicle is in motion.
Calls for user-friendly designs (large, simple, shaight forward and easily accessible controls;
voice recognition system;
large, clearly visible displays, etc.) were voiced by many participants
and were thought to alleviate or address many of the safety concerns with these systems. Few
spsnfc research recommendations were posted, although papers available on the site provide
some guidance for needed research, including Cxamining driver object and event detection when
opeadng various mnte guidance and navigation systems, as well as the relative safety impacts of
various design features (voice recognition and speech based systems).
Although night vision systems are intended to increase safety by enhancing drivers’ ability to
detect objects at night, wme questioned their overall safety benefit fearhg that the display itseIf
could serve as a significant disbction or that drivers would negate any benefit by Using the
system to drive faster or riskier under poor visibility conditions. A substantial percentage of
people (34%) were simply unsm of the safety benefit of night vision systans, and no objective
scientific studies were available to support either viewpoint. Since night vision systems rrpresent
newly introduced tccbnology, lelatively little experience with the system was reported on the
Forum (less than 8% of registered users reported having experience with these systems). Much
discussion cmtcredon speciiic system design features such as the use of HUDs located low in the
windshield which require drivers to match images on the display to those in the environment, and
drivers’ ability to lesm to use the system properly.
Appximately 4% of comments posted on the Internet Fonun were related to driver experiences
and perceptions of wireless Internet devices. A majority of discussion focused on the need for email access while driving, with opponents arguing that such deare inherently dangerous and
that those desiring more efficient use of commute time should take public transportation.
Proponents maintained that safe designs using voice tecimology are possible and that as the
technology advances drivers will need to adapt to it. Many suggested that listening to emails
would be no different than listening to the radio, or that safety wuld be achieved through speechbased technology and/or interlock which prevent drivers fium accessing information when the
vehicle is in motion Others argued that answering e-maiis while driving would lead to the same
pmbluns as answering cell phones, and mat the use of these devices would impose greater
workload levels than simply conversing with a passenger or even holding a cell phone
conversation. Individual differences in driver age and cxpaience,as well as differences in driving
corlditions were thought to a f f a c t drivas abiity to interact with these systcms.
Approximately 16% of comments posted on the Internet Forum addressed Information and
Entertainment systems as well as “other” technological or non-technological in-vehicle
t
e
m systems, in-vehicle
distractions. Dishaction Bssociarcd with loud and obnoxious car s
televisions, billboards, mobile billboards, and children were among the items discussed.
Surprisingly, large numbers of comments posted in these areas addressed the use of Daytime
Running Lamps Oms). Nearly all were negative comments relating to the practice. DRLs were
perceived to needlessly draw attention away iium the road,reduce the conspicuity of emergency
vehicles and motorcycles, contribute to glare and driver fatigue, and cause other drivers to adapt
their behavior in manners that may not be safe. The main concern appeared to be with the use of
excessively bright lights. calls for limits in brightness as well as research to document the effect
of DRLs on d e s and the visibility of emergency vehicles were made by many participants.
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Cross-Cntting Technical Issues
Over onequarter of the comments submitted during the 5-week conference explored crosscutting technical issues. Discussions of the benefits and safety risks of in-vehicle technologies
centered on cell-phone use while driving; however, some general perspectives regarding other
forms of technology and distractions were also discussed. The conveniences afforded by these
technologies were perceived by many not to be justified given the risks they bring; others argued
that the benefits could be realized through judicious use and better designs. Although several
papm available on the site assessed the risks and benefits associated with use cell phones, it was
evident that benefits and safety risks of technology use while driving are largely unknown.
Forty-five comments, accounting for 6% of the total,addressed issucS associated with methods
and techniques for measuring distraction,and a number of techniques to assess the safety problem
were advanced and discussed. It was argued that the “best” measures for measuring dishaction
are those which are theory driven, reliable, objective, and generalizable. A number of swrogate
crash safw measures and techniques for assessing distraction were outlined, including near
misses, event and obstacle avoidance measures, iane maintenance and eye-glance measures.
Some commented that the safety impact of various in-vehicle technologies can and should be
waluated based on comparisons to generally accepted non-technologytasks, arguing that societal
accepted tasks performed while driving (e&, tuning a radio) can serve as appropriate baselines.
Work to develop practical, reliable and meaningfid metria to measure demands imposed by invehicle systems, models for use in evaluating in-vehicle systcms, and integmted attention
monitoring devices were outlined.
Consumers appear to want and demand in-vehicle devices that are easy and safe to operate.
Appmximately 80% of nspondglts indicaed that design and ease of use was an important
consideration when selecting and purchasing an in-vehicle device. A variety of equipment
designs features were discussed, including radio control designs, integration of ITS devices,
Head-Up Displays (HUDs), in-vehicle e-mail system designs, and countermeasures.Technologyrelated features perceived to enhance safety included hands-free devices, safety interlocks which
allow drivers to operate devices only when the vehicle is stopped or in park, in-dash cell phones
that automatically mute the radio as well as answer incoming calls, and Head-Up Displays that
allow drivm to access visual information quickly. Use of speech-based and voice recognition
technologies were hotly debated during the Fonun and were the subject of a number of papers
available on the site.

The issue of regulation was one of the most hotly debated topics discussed on the Internet Fonun.
Many argued that the only effective way to increase safety is to ban or severely restrict use of
“dangerous” in-vehicle technologies and activities that have been demonshated to be hazardous.
Opponents argued that regulation was not an effective alternative (laws already exist governing
driver behavior, bans or restrictions are not effective at regulating behavior, etc.). Many
perceived bans on technology to be impractical, and suggested restrictions in the use of the
technology or changes in design (e.g., hands-free devices, interlocks, etc.) would be more
effective. Nearly all believed that passengers should have full unrestricted use of in-vehicle
technologies and not be precluded from using available technology - the problem is drivercentered. L h k d discussions addressing guidelines for the desim and evaluation of technology
took place on the lntemct Forum, however, several papers outlining and crittquing existing
practices and guidance were posted 011 the site.

i

The need for educating drivm on the responsible a d safe of use in-vehicle technologies such as
cell phones was clear. Many believe that public education and training about the safety use of in-

4

vehicle technologies would increase safety, and some participants relayed personal testimoniesof
how their behavior was changed as a result of education, safety tips and personal experience with
using the devices. Discussions suggest that safety campaigns and education on technology use
can be effective, although reliance on this alone is not likely to address all of the safety concerns
with in-vehicle technologies.

5

INTRODUCTION
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration ("SA)
sponsored a virtual conference
on the Internet (held July 5- August 1I , 2000) to understand the risks from distraction associated
with the explosive growth of in-car electronics. The Internet Forum provided an opportunity for
technical experts and the public (both in the U.S. and intemationaUy) to download research
papers,ask questions,and sham experiences regarding the use of in-vehicle devices (cell phones,
navigation systems, wireless Internet, information & entatainment systems, night vision systems,
e.).
Westat designed the site and managed the five week conference, which was launched July 5
2000 and officially ended August 11,2000. The site received national media exposure on USA
Today and CNN following a NHSTA Public meeting held in July. Jn all, the site received over
23,000 hits with over 9,500 unique usefs and 2,500 registered guests. The site remains available
as an information repository and cau be accessed at www-nrbnhtsadot.gov/driverdistFactionMrelwme.h!m.

I

Web Site Design & Content
The site provided access to a number of features, including technical papers, links to other
resources and web sites related to driver distracton and safety, message borads for discussion and
comments focused on issues and papers, informal polls to Stimulate discussion and frame issues,
as well BS oppo-es
for Q&A with a panel of howledgeable nrgrtr in the field. Although
regisha!ion was optional, only registered guests were provided full access to many of these
features (see Figure 1). All site visitors (registered or uoregistered) were able to read and/or
download technical papm, access related site links and resolutes, and view posted comments
and expert opinions posted in response to submitted questions.

Papers

SHe Llnkr a
Resources

'

Figure 1. Internet Forum Site Features. Only Registered Guests were Allowed to Post
Comments,Respond to Polling Items, and Pose Questions to Expert Panelists.

q..
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Content on the site WBS organized into two basic areas: ( I ) Experience with technologies, and (2)
Technical issues. The fomm provided opportunities for the driving public to share their
experience with specific technologies in the context of driving and to provide their perspectives
on basic issues related to their use. Discussions emphasized use of ceU phones, navigation
systems, night vision systems, Wireless Internet, and i n f o d o n and entertainment systems. The
"Technical Issues" section was devoted to genaal cross-cuttinp issues related to the safety
impacts of in-vehicle technologies; five sepamte discussion areas were provided

-

Definingbenefits and safety risks,

9
9

Technical challenges associated with measuring distraction,
Equipment design featuresand desigo solutions,
Regulations, guidelines, and enforcement, and
Safety campaigns and public education surrounding the safe use of in-vehicle
technologies.

Twenty-fourp a p addressing a variety of in-vehicle technologies and cross-cutlhg issues were
available on the site (SeeAppendix A for a list and summary of the papers).
site st8tisties
fits&Reeistcred Guests
Over the course of the fivsweek conference, over 9,500 unique visitors logged onto the site;
epproXimatey 2,600 individuals registered, enabling them to post comments, answer polling
items, and submit questions to the expert panel. Figure 2 depicts some basic statistics gaughg
site use over the conference period and plots the cumulative number of hits, unique users and
registered guests. The site experienced significant growth withiin the first three weeks,with the
largest single period of growth occuning between weeks 2-3. Large increases in access typically
followed media exposure and events (CNN broadcast,NHTSA public Hearing, etc.). Although
the vast majority of registered guests (92%) were on-board by the end of the third week of the
forum, sustained participation was observed throughout the conference including the last 2 wceks
of the event. In all, the site received almost 24,000 hits yieldmg a total of 700 comments posted
The vast majority of comments were posted by private citizens and related to cellular telephone
use.
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Figure 2. Internet Forum, Cumulative Number of Hits,Unique Users
and Registered Guests Across Weeks
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Reeistered Guests

As part of the registration process, registered guests provided information characterizing their
affiliation. As shown in Figure 3 which breaks-out the percentage of registered guests by
affiliation,the majority of forum participants (64%) were private citizens. The next single largest
affiliation category, "other" provided no specific information regarding affiliation.
Approximately 20% comprised individuals from government, academia/research firms,
industry/trade associations, and automotive O W s u p p l i a ; the proportion of registered users
wm approximately equivalent across government, acaderma/
' research firm,and OEM/Suppliers.
Relatively few mdividuals fium law enforcement and judicial agencies were represented

i

I

,'

,
.
I
. CiUI.n
s4 %

Figure 3. Self-Reported Affiliation of Registered Guests.

Almost threequarters of the comments posted on the site (73%) were comibuted by private
citizens. Representatives from the automotive industry, government and academidresearcb
organizations contributed equally with approximately 100 c&nents, accounting for about 14%
of all posted comments.

8

Registrant Self-Reuorted Experience With Techology
Registrants indicated their experience with using various technologies in their vehicles. Figure 4
illustrates the pattern of techology use by registered Internet Fonun participants. The most used
technologies included cellular phones, pagers and navigation systems. By far, cellular telephones
were the most prevalent technology used by respondents;nearly 2 out of every 3 registered guests
used cell phones in their vehicles. The shear volume of comments relating to ccllular telephone
use while driving also reflects the w i d e s p d use and availability of this technology. The second
most prevalent technology used by regishauts was the pager, followed by navigation system,
29?hand 18% respectively. Despite tfindings indicating their widespread use, relatively
few guests reported experience using email and wireless Internet technologies; between 54% of
the rrgistrants reported using these two technologies m their vehicles. Head-Up Displays
(HuD’s) and night vision systems were &e least used technologies, and most likely reflects
limited availability of these systems.

loo%,
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80%
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0
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40%
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Figure 4. Proportion of Regishants Reporting Using Technologies in Their Vehicles
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EXPERIENCE WITH IN-VEHICLETECHNOLOGIES
Almost three-quarters of the comments received related to driver experiences and perceptions
regarding specific in-vehicle techologies: cell phones, navigation systems, night vision systems,
wireless Internet, information and enteminment systems, etc. The remaining 26% addressed
technical issues such as benefits & safety risks, measuring distraction, and design features. The
sections below summarize discussions and highlight key points associated with the use of each of
the profiled technologies. Results of informal polls addressing a variety of issues are reported
below. It is important to understaud that these polls were used to stimulate discussion on key
topics and provide a sense of the genaal feelings of Forum participants - results are not scientific
and should not be interpreted as representatives of drivers in general (See Appendix A for a
complm list of polling item results). Moderators were used to periodically synthesized
comments, keep discussions focused and moviug, emphasize key points, and offer additional
insights into related issues.
Cell Phones

Nearly half of the comments posted on the site (46%) related to cell phones; in all, over 300
comments on this topic were posted. Comments generally addressed one or more of the following
issues: perceptions of driving relatedpmblems associated with cell phone use, views on the safety
impacts of ceU phone use, personal testimonies relaying
typical crash or near-crash scenarios, proposed solutions.
Many comments reflected perspectives &om drivers
impacted by others using cell phones, while others
originated from technology users thanselves describing
their own experiences with operaling cell phones while
driving. Of the 24 papem available on the site, six were
devoted to issues directly related to cell phone use while
'amyopiaion~~is,he*~driving. Several papers represented major literature nenlrrls,,,~erhntfollrerihP~t
reviews in the area summarizing known research evidence
regarding the impact of cellular phone use while driving
and safety. Although no consensus was g e n d l y
observed, considemble debate among participants took :~
place and a number of viewpoints and &pe&ves were
gathered hi forum participants.
~

Perceived Safety
According to poll results, the overwhelming majority of
participants (75Oh)felt it was not safe to talk on a cell
phone while driving; indeed 74% of the poll respondents
felt local governments should enact laws to restrict the use
of these devices while driving. Nevertheless, some
respondents (29%) believed it was safe to use a cell phone
under open mad, light traffic conditions, and a minority
(7%) believed it safe to use anytime while driving.
Holding a umversation, d o i g cell-phonerelated tasks (e.g.
jotting down notes), and dialing a telephone number were
among the biggest safety concerns.
Interestingly,
answering the telephone was not perceived to be a large

.. .

.
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concern relative to these other activities, althougb data in Japan suggest that answering the
telephone is the leading contributor to cell-phone related crashes in Japan (presumably because
drivers have no control over when the phone rings, are under time-pressure to answer the phone,
and sometimes have difficulty accessing the phone itself). These results were also consistent with
the majority viewpoint that hands-free technology is not fllfficient to address the safety concerns
while driving. Some voiced concern that widespread use of hands-free cellular phones would
actually make the problem worse by encowaging cell phone use. Even though hands-free (and
voice recognition) technology may eliminate the associated manual and visual demands of
opnating a cell phone, allowing drivns to keep both bands on the wheel and eyes on the road,
these technologies do not address the more insidious and potentially problematic issue of
cognitive distraction. As indicated by one expert panelist, ‘‘Several studies suggest that the
pdisttaction associated with cellular telephone is the convmatim and not the ajaliug”
(John Lee, 7/21/00). This pgspcctive was supported by numerous accounts of cell phone
who report a loss of situational awareness and concentration when conversing on a cell phone
while driving. Several participants admitted being distracted during conversations - some even
stopped using the cell phone, or sevmly restricted their use, after realizing it is not safe to talk on
the phone while driving. These types of changes in behavior were usually a result of near-crasb
experiences. One participant felt that access to a cell phone while driving actually improved their
driving performance by enabling them to contact clients when running late for appointments
avoiding the need to drive unsafely (speed) or feel rushed.
Relationshm to Driving Performance & Crashes
Although poor driving performance is not limited to distmction induced by cell phones, a number
of driving performance probtems were commonly attributed to cell phone users. Refmced
driving behaviors exhibited by cell phone users included,
among others, poor spced maintenance (slow or
inconsistent speeds), poor lane control (weaving), -tic
maneuvers (sudden stops, abrupt h e changes, cutting-off
othm), and slow starts at signalized intasections. These
behaviors were perceived to contribute to traf€ic
disruptions and d i c t s . Drivers wing cell phones while
driving were also perceived by some participants as
dangerous, oblivious to traffic and driving conditions, and unable to respond to traffic wents
quickly and safely. Eff& of eeU phone use while driving were even compared to driving under
the influence of alcohol. A n u m b of accounts were provided in which drivers were forced to
compensate for the mistakes of cell-phone drivers in ordex to avoid a collision. Professional
drivers commented that t h q routinely expzienced near-misses with a distracted cell phone user
some averaging as many as 2-3 per week. First-hand testimonials provided by individuals
involved in cell phone-related crashes included the following typical crash Scenarios (Driver is
dialing or conversing on a cell phone and):

-

=

=

Rearends a vehicle stopped at a traffic light or stop sign (or in a traffic queue). Often, no
attempt to brake is made by the driver.
Runs a stop sign or traffic signal and side-swipes a vehicle.
Tums into traffic from a driveway or parking lot (without recognizing the presence of
cross-traffic) and is shuck
Stops at a stop si@ or intersection, puUs into CIand is struck or hits a pedestrian.

Approximately 80% of poll respondents indicate having witnessed or experieuced a crash or close
call resulting from a driver using a ceUular phone. A similar percentage ( W ? reporr
)

11
experiencing or witnessing a crasb 01 close call Rdting from a driver beiig di-ted
by
something ofher than a cell phone (e.& rrading a map, eating, personal grooming, etc.). A
number of papers available on the site attempt to draw relationships between cell phone use and
crashes, vehicle control, and driver situational awareness.
,. .::,.
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prowSea Solutions I%Research Needs

There was considerable disagr&ent,
howexex, on what particular actions or steps are needed
in order to preserve the benefits of cell phones without
causing unsafe driver distraction. A variety of
solutions were proposed to address potmtial problems
associated with cell phone use or misuse while driving.
The nature of the proposed solution varied based on the
perceived cause and magnitude of the problem (e.g.,
design of the technology, ability of the driver to multitask, safety impacts of behavior, etc.). Regulatory
solutions (bans, restrictions, requirements, etc.) were
hotly debated with extreme viewpoints encompassing
concerns over individual rights and pmonal
responsibilities and W o m s , while others advocated
the need for public safety. Roponents in favor of
regulation maintained that public safety is the basic
issue and that while some cell phone users can act
responsibly, others represent Serious thrcats to safety on
OUT roads. In their view, the threat to public safety is
obvious and laws are needed to safeguard a l l citizens;a
driver’s ”right” to use their cell phone while driving
must not jeopardize others’ right to safety. Opponents
to regulation argued that existing laws are suf6cicnt to
address distraction in any form (including cell-phone
use) and no new laws are necessary. What is needed is
enforcanent of existing laws to address careless or
reckless driving. Many also felt that laws are not
effective in regulating pasonal behavior, and
questioned the govemmmt’s role in this area (many
w m concerned that persod freedoms would be
violated through such “over-regulation”). Yet othm
perceived the problem to be due to poor and
irresponsible drivers (who cannot exercise good
judgment about when its safe to use cell phones) and
not the technology itself. This was consistent with poll
results, where 65% of respondents believe t
h drivm
do a poor job about making dcciions about when it is
safe to use technology while driving.
driving.
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Suggested solutions included:

Education and safety Campaigns,

* Better equipment designs
Standards
= Lock out features that restrict usc of cell phone when the vehicle is in motion
Requirementsfor hands-free devices
Bettcrtrainingrmdli~~~~i~g
Enforcementof existing laws governing
9
Automated Highway "driverless" cars

-
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Navigation Systems
Although the availability and use of in-vehicle navigation systems in the U.S.is currently limited
(very few passenger car models offer such devices), a majority of the driving public is aware of
such technologies,and the number of vehicles offering navigation systems is expected to increase
dramatieally. In Japan, many new cars sold come equipped with a mute guidance and navigation
system, and the infrastrua~realso exists to integrate real-time traftic information as part of these
systems further expanding their utility. According to a
J.D. Power and Associates survey of consumers who
recently purchased or leased vehicles witb a factory
installed navigation system, consumers are generally
vcry satisfied with these devices, and tend to use them
to find the shortest routes to specific destinations as
well as to locate restaurants, retail stores, and
residential addresses.
Discussion on the Internet Forum centered around the
distraction potential and safety impacts of in-vehicle
navigation systems as well as experiences with
specific systems (designs m functions). In general,
although in-vehicle navigation systems were
perceived to have signifcant safety benefits,
improperly designed or implemented system were
believed by many to potentially compromise safety. A
number of key system design features and interface
characteristics were discussed and perceived to impact !.
the safety and utility of these systems. These include
the location of displays and controls, content of the ;;
displays, interaction modes (voice versus text), and
accessibility to certain functions and features while
driving. One frequently discussed design feature was
the ability to view maps while driving. According to
poll results, the ability to view maps while driving ;
was not seen as a particularly important fature by ' .
':

40%

Of

that

mbY-m

prpeers #driving more sa& &jhe.&l

of

directions were provided). Although comments inomsing
addressing this issue suggest that this activity is a
riren
significant safety concern, a significant proportion of
ycrs ~ J dangemusd~s.
V
respondents (over 20%) perceived the ability to view '
maps while driving as very or somewbat impomt. Therr ~ndarbredlymony other
Some argued that viewing maps on a display is as safe *ceMTias/r m d ~ U ~ h a ~ C ~ d ~
or safer than the commonly perfomedtask ofviewing p-M*
rhenidofmuisofion
paper-based maps while driving. Map complexity and systems.
- Aura.IndW~
the location of the display relative to the drivers' line
of sight were two factors thought to impact the safety - ~ l ~ ~ lbngm,rs
r L c
of this task and the system. Interestingly, only about , b p r & f b d " w r & i i
one-third of all respondents believe it is possible to he hdmmim -eJ
design electronic maps that can be safely used while Re+g&tl& f i apnzviou,
driving (not surprisingly, over 60% of respondents .Io
affiliated with the automotive industry felt safe . ,.
designs were possible). As with map reading,
. .
*I

.#I

'

'
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performing complex, multi-step tasks that require significant visual demands, such as
progamming a destination, while driving were also viewed by many as a significant safety threat
since they require drivers to look away from the road. While some systems automatically lockout certain complex functions (e.g., destination entry) when the vehicle is in motion, others do
not. Research addressing the task of destination entry while driving (available on the site)
suggests that voice w g n i t i o n technology may be safer than conventional visual-manual input
modes. Poll results suggest that a majority of drivers would purchase navigation systems even if
the system prevented them from entering a destination when the vehicle is in motion.

Prowsed Solutions and Research
calls for user-friendly designs (large, simple, straight fonvard and easily accessible controk
voice recogpition systems; Isrge,clearly visible displays, etc.) were voiced by many participants
and were thought to alleviate M address many of the safety concerns with these system. In
general, systems that were mounted within the drivers' line of site (screens that popup from the
top of the dashboard, or Head-Up Displays) appeared to be preferred to those mounted low on the
dasb or in the cockpit. One comment posted on the site relaying a navigation-related fatality
athibuted the incident to a poorly located unit installed in a rental car whicb caused the driver to
run a red light; the ~vigationsystem was momted down and to the right of the driver, requiring
the driver to glance away from the forward road scene. Some found problem with integrated
systems (those bundled with other vehicle systems - W A C , radio, etc.) as they tended to use
complex multifunction mtrols and'overly complicated layers of menus (this criticism about
integation is not necessarily leveled against "integration" itself as much as poorly integrated
systems). Few speciiic research mmmendations were posted, although papers available on the
site provide some guidance for needed research. As with the CcU-pbone discussions, the concept
of developing "driverless" cars &e. automated highways) surfaced BS a long-term solution to the
-driverdistraction problem. Suggestions to expand work conducted by the Society of Automotive
Engineers to limit the total task time for the presentation of visual information and the manual
control inputs sssociated with navigation functions accessible by the driver while the vehicle is in
motion w8s also referenced. Several papers identifed the nad to examine driver object and
n
as well as the
event detection when operating various route guidance and ~ v i g a t i ~systems,
relative safety impacts of variouS d e s i i features (voice recognition and speech based systems).
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Night Vision Systems
The SBme advanced technology that U.S.forces used to carry out their missions under the cover
of darimess in Operation Desert Storm is now available to automotive consumem. Night vision
systems are intended to augment the drivefs
view out the windshield enabling nighttime
driven to detect potentially dangerous objects or
situations existing well beyond the range of
headlamp visibility. GM is the fustautomaker to
offer consumers this feature (available on 2000
W a c Deville models) which cre.ate.s infrared
images based on heat energy emitted by objects
in the viewed scene and projects them onto a
Head-Up Display.
Such systems could
significantly reduce dangers associated with
night driving, when over 25% of all crashes

occur.
Although night vision systems are intended to increase safety by enhancing drivers ability to
detect objects at night, some questioned their overall safety benefit, fearing that the display itself
could serve as a significant disttaction or that drivers would negate any benefit by using the
system to drive faster or riskier under poor visibility
conditions. Some concern was also mentioned about
drivers "out-driving" their headlights. When asked if
night vision systems would improve safety or pose a
t h a t to safety by distracting drivers, 38% felt that a
night vision system would increase safety.
Nevertheless approximately 23% of respondents
believe such systems would decrease safety.
Representatives of government and the automotive
indusby were among the most optimistic, with 57 and
50 percent, respectively, holding to the view that these
systems will increase safety on OUT highways. The
research camunity was the only gmup having a
higher proporiiw of respondents suggesting that these
system would de-e
safety.
A substantial
percentage of people (34%) were simply unsure o f the
safety benefit of night Vision systems, and no
'.
objective scientific studies were available to support
either viewpoint Since night vision system represent
newly inmodwed technology, relatively little
experience with the systems was reported on the
Forum (less than 8% of registered users reported
having expezience with these systems).
Much
discussion centered on specific system design features
such as the use of H U D s located low in the windshield
which require drivers to match images on the display
to those in the environment, and drivers' ability to
learn to use the system properly. One individual
involved with the development of the system
indicated that their experience suggests that drivers
' -
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become accustomed to the HUD withim 30 minutes. Others suggested that “Just-in-Time
M g ” could be used to educate collslfmers on the use of these and other advanced in-vehicle
sysrems.
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c:

Wireless Internet

Wireless senice providers are madreting new features that will allow customers to send and
receive text messages on their mobile telephones, and the extension of the “wireless web” to
..
hand-hcld devices such as phones and o
h is
one of the hottest growth areas in the industry. A
recent NHTSA survey found that 7% of drivers
already have e-mail access in their vehicles and the
use of these systems is expected to increase.
Appmximately 4% of c~lmnents posted on the
Internet Forum were related to driver experiences and
perceptions of wireless Internet devices. A majority
of discussion focused on the need for email ~ c c e s s
while driving, with opponents arguing that such
devices sre inherently dangerous and that those
desiring more efficient commutes should take public
transportation. Proponents maintained that safe
designs using voice ~ h n o l o g yare possible and that
as the technology advances drivers w i l need to adapt
to it. When asked if it is possible to design wireless
Intanet devices that can be safely used wbile driving,
the vast majority of respondents (65%) felt that safe
designs are not possible. As illwtmted in Figure 5,
perspectives on this issue varied based on affiliation.
Ahnost 50% of those aliated with the automotive
industry indicated that safe designs were possible.
This viewpint was affirmed by numerous comments
on the site suggesting that listening to e-mails would
be no diffmnt that listening to the radio, or that safety could be achieved through speech-based
technology and/or interlocks which prewent drivers froom accessing information when the vehicle
is in motion. Overall, however, fewer than 20% of respondents indicated that safe designs for use

7 .

Figure 5 . Polling Results Addressing Extent to Which Safe Wireless Internet Devlce
Desims Are Possible. Remonses Are Broken Out Bv Resoondedot Affiliation.
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while driving were possible. Some perceived that answering e-mails while driving would lead to
the same problems as answering cell phones, others suggested that the use of these devices
(which would require interacting with an automated voice system) would impose greater
workload levels than simply conversing with a passenger or even holding a cell phone
COIIVeTSBtiOn. Objective research available on the site, suggests that the availability of e-mail
while driving may indeed have a large effect on perceived workload and distraction, and a more
limited effect on driving performance (Lee et al., 2000). While drivers can g e n d y recognize
the cognitive load imposed by the use of speech-based e-mail systems, the question of how well
this mnepmds to the actual level of distraction remains to be explored. Individual differences in
driver age and experience, as well IS differences in driving conditions may also affect drivers
ability to mtcIIlct with these system.
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Information & Entertainment
Approximately 3% of comments posted on the
Forum admessed Information and
’
ent system; of these, almost half were
Enteriamm
devoted to distraction associated with loud and
obnoxious car stereo systems. Many complained
about the excessive noise produced by retrofitted
stereo systems which were viewed as distractions not
only to the driver of the equipped vehicle but to
others in the vicinity who are forced to endure (and
sometimes feel) the noise. Some reported witnessing
incidents of rage directed at drivers of vehicles with
these sound systems, others were concerned that
important information and warnings (such as
emergency vehicle sirens, car horns, bicycle bells,
etc.) would be masked by the noise produced from
these stereos. Impassioned calls were made to
impose wattage and/or noise level restrictions, limit
tbe number of speakers and the power of amplifiers,
and ban sub-woofers and installation of additional
batteries to power these systems. Although evidence
linking distraction induced by loud s t m o s or “bmm .
cars” and crashes B T ~lacking, it is clear that these systans are a concern to many citizens.
Another entertainment system discussed here was the use of in-vehicle televisions. The concern
was not necessarily with the use of TV’s by passengers, but by drivers themselves. Several
reported witnessing drivers viewing dash-mounted TV sets M display screens while actively
driving and negotiating their vehicles through wffic. This tvpe of behavior was seen as an
obviously safety threat and violates the Consumer Electronic Association statement pertaining to
the use of video displays that are visible to the driver which states that, “...if a video monitor is
used for television reception or video or DVD play, the u3D panel or video monitor sbould be
installed so that these features will only function wbcn the parking brake is applied.”

Internet

’

Other

This final category was meant to capture “other” ,,. . . .
perceived technological or non-technological invehicle distractions, and generated a large number of ,dlr
comments - second only to the cell phones page (92 .J, kllrteJbr DRLp be db,incllw!
postings representing 13%of the overall submissions).
Surprisingly, 45% of the comments posted m this
category addressed the use of Daytime Running Lamps
(DRLs). Nearly all were negative comments relating
to the practice. Some felt DRLs w m “the worst
hamd on the road,” or ‘perhaps the most diseaeting
element on the road today,” or “the most abhomni
obstacle to driving safety.” Unlike many of the other
technological devices discussed in the Forum, the
distraction attributed to DRLs is unique in that it WBS perceived to induce distraction to other
motorists and not to the equipped vehicle’s driver. DRLs WM paceived to needlessly drau.
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attention away from the road to equipped vehicles, reduce the conspicuity of emergency vehicles
and motorcycles, contribute to glare and driver fatigue, and cause other drivers to adapt their
behavior in mannen that may not be safe. The main concern appeared to be with the use of
excessively bright lights. Some participants were under the false impression that NHTSA
mandated the use of these innovations, wntributiug to their widespread use. A number of
participants called for limits in brightness as well as research to dwunient the effect of DRLs on
d e s and the visibiity of emergency vehicles.
Other issues and forms of dishaction mentioned and discussed here included the following:
9

9

m

=
=

Billboards, mobile billbosrds,"autowmps" and other advertising (outdoor electronic
advertising)
Children as distractions
Driver training and licensing require.ments
Problems with young/Inexperienced drivers
Problems with older drivers
Lane usage (driving too slow in left lane)
Driverfatigw

h'

7

I...
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TECHNICAL ISSUES
Separate arm or web pages were developed to facilitate an exchange of information and
perspectives oil cross cuttingtechnical issues related to each of the following five areas:

= Defining benefits and safety risks,
= Technicalchallenges associated with measuring dishaction,
= Equipment design fahues and design solutions,
Regulations,guidelines, and enforcement, and
= Safety campaigns and public education surrounding the safe use of in-vehicle
technologies.

Unlike the previous technology-specific sections where. the focus was on eliciting driver
experiences and perspectives associated with various in-vehicle technologies, these pages were
intended to explore technicalissues by facilitating interaction among experts in the field. Papers,
polling items, Q&A from expert panelists, and comments in eacb of these five technical areas
were designed to guide and focus discussions on topics of intpest. Over one-quarter of the
comments submitted during the confennce were posted in the Technical Issues m a . While most
reilected inputs by professionals working m the human factors, transportation, and safety fields,
some useful insights and commentaries were. also provided by private citizens. Another avenue
used to gather insights on technical issues was an expert panel which took the fonn of an “kdr
the Expats” page. The panel was comprised of 15 noted professionals all working in the field and
wae available to respond to questions submitted by registered guests on topics of intercst to the
community at large. In all, responses to 14 quesiions were posted on the site; the vast majority
addressed technical issues and mss-cutting paspectiws related to distraction (See Appendix C
for a complete l i t of asked and answered questions). AU information gatbered during the Internet
F m @articularlyinformation available in the technical issues areas) was used to feed a series
of subsequent technical group meetings intended to identi@ research initiatives to advance our
understanding of the driver dishaction safetyproblem and possible solutions.

As with the “Experience with In-Vehicles Technologies” section, moderators were used to
periodically synthesized comawnts, keep discussions focused and moving, emphasize key points,
and offer additional insights into d a t e d issues. Each of the sections below surmnarizes
discussions within each techaical domain addressed during the lntemet Forum.
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Benefits & Safety Risks
Discussions in this a m emphasized safety impacts associated with in-vehicle technological
devices. Comments relating to safety risks deriving from non-technological or traditional sources
of dishaction (e.g., eating, shaving, applying maleup, monitoring kids, etc) were also welcome.
Relevant issues to be addressed included, but were not limited to,the following:

To what extent is there a safely problem? Are
pmblems limited to new users who are first
learning to use the system, or are they more
pervasive and wide spread?
= How cao we maintain benefits without
sacrificing safety?
= what can we expect to see in tarnsof impacts
and how do we assess the appropriate level of
safety risks from using in-vehicle
technobgies?
9

Canwewpectcrashratestoincreaseasa

0

result of in-vehicle technologies?
How will these technologies affect
individual's ability to drive?
Can drivers be trustedto regulate their use of
these technologies -limiting their use to
situationswhen it is presumed safe to
operate?
Will drivers become less cautious as they
become routinely exposed to these
technologies?
What =e the important unanswered questions
relating to safety & h e f i t s of in-vehicle
technology. What rrsearch issues should we
invest our time and resources studying?

Forty-six comments were posted on this page. To a
large extent, discussions focused on the benefits and
safety risks of cell-phone use while drivhg however,
some general perspectives regarding other forms of j
technology and dhactions were also discussed. In
g a d , the benefits and safety risks of technology
use while driving are unknown. According to poll
results, all 'ypes of distraction (those resulting from
in-vehicle advanced technologies such as cell phones
and navigation systems, and more traditional non-technological sources such as eating and
drinking) were equally concerning to individuals. This is not surprising given that between 55
and 60 percent of respondents reported witnessing or experiencing a close call resulting from
distractions induced by cell phone use as well as other activities. All forms of distraction (not j u t
distraction induced by technology) are perceived to be a problem. Many commented that risks
associated with driving alone are significant, and that adding non-driving related tasks to this
ovir0nment merely serves to compound the problem leading to additional vehicle conflicts and
crashes. Although the weight of the scientific evidence collected to date suggests that there is a

.

~~
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safety risk with using some in-vehicle devices (cell phones, navigation systems, etc), the
magnitude of the risk is uncertain. A number of research studies (available on the site and
elsewhere) have attempted to draw relationships between technology use and driving
performance and crashes; however, results ak not always conclusive and calls for more research
are umunon. Some questioned why available crash rem& have apparently failed to show
significant increases in crash risk despite growing
use of these technologies while driving, particularly .
cell phones. Experts pointed to several reasons,
including lack of a widespread and wnsistent data
collection efforI by the statcs to capture and report
crashes caused by technologies, as well as the time
needed to build sufficiently large and reliable crash
databases (crashes are relatively rare events). Others
suggested that crash risk may be a function of road
and environmental characteristics, as well as
individual differences in driver ability to time-share
tasks. Some argued, for example, that some drivers
are able to divide their attention between driving and
other activities and can manage both perfectly well.
When asked how capable drivers are at making
decisions about when it is safe to use technology
while driving, the overwhelming majority of
respondents (65%) felt that drivers do a poor job.
Only 1 in 5 respondents believed drivers were
reasonably or vary capable at regulating their
behavior in this manner limiting their use to
situations when it is presumed safe to operate.
'

!
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Several papers available on the site assessed the risks and benefits associated with cellular phone
use while driving. Both personal and business benefits are typically referenced including more
efficient use of time, fewer trips, less stress, increased sense of safety, increased productivity,
bettcr haffic managuncnt, and faster rmergency response times. Comments posted on the site
also tended to substantiate m y of these benefits. Although the conveniences afforded by these
technologies were perceived by many not to he justified given the risks they bring, others argued
that the benefits could be realized throughjudicious use and better designs.
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Measuring Distraction: Methods & Techniques
A number of studies have concluded that insufficient data exist upon which to estimate the
magnitude of safety related problems associated with the use of in-vehicle devices. Factors
contributing to this Situaiion include limitations in crash reporting systems, as well as a lack of
valid techniques for meesUring dishaction. Papers,polls, Q&A items, and comments on this page
were o r i d to topics and issues associated with the methods and techniques used to measure
driver distraction. Suggested topics to be addressed included the following:
m

=

9

How can driver distraction be safely and rigorously studied in n o d driving? How vaiid
are sMildies that use test tracks,simulators, or laboratory methods?
What measures (dependent variables) are meaningful indim of driver distraction? How
do these relate to roadway safety outcomes?
What technologies (e& physiological monitoring),devices (e.g.. eye trackem), or
analytic techniques (e&, steuing control inputs) can be used to capture measum of
distraction?
Are there good models that allow you to prcdietthe distracting effects or aash risks
associated with 8 particular dimactor?
What, if any, mechanisms are needed to aid in the invedgntion of technology related
d e s and what tools are needed to support these efforts?
What are the impoltsnt unanswered questions relating to the scientific measunmeDt of
driver distraction? Where should research r e ~ w c e be
s directed?

Forty-five comments, amounting for 6% of the total,
wem submitted on this topic. As indicated by
participants and experts, most States lack the means to
l w k how many crashes are caused or influkced by
distraction resulting from in-vehicle technology use.
Thif makes it difficult to accurately gauge the effects
of in-vehicle technologies on the most obvious safety
criterion - vehicle crashes. A number of techniques to
asses the safay problem were h
&
md
discussed. Several calls to integrate “flight recorder”
technology into vehicles, for example, were made in
arda to capture key events and provide needed
information to accident invtstipatorS. A n w k of
techniques for identifying “distracted” drivw and
safety problems were pmposed by forum participants;
these included the following, among othm:

I

.

,,

Measure driver response delays to events (e.g.,
delays in respanding to geen traffic sigds).
construct tests to ascertain drivers’ ability to mutlitask (e.g., talk on a cell phone while driving).
Compare driving ability with and without the use of in-vehicle technologies on a closed
driving course.
Use w highway tecbnology to monitor distracted drivers.
Dtvelop tests to meaSUre alertness.
Use &puter Vision techniques to monitor drivers and signal them when they become
dangerously distracted
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Participants outlined the need to develop accessible and usable methods for creating and
evaluating interfaces, and to produce systems that are usable and safe by establishing rigomus
design protocols to ensure that in-vehicle systems do
., ,
not pose safety risks to drivers. Two "'Ask the
Expert" panel questions submitted by Forum. ,
participants addressed this issue. One inquired about .
the best or most important measure for understanding
driver distraction, and the other evaluation measures
and appropriate baseline comparative tasks. In
response to the first question regarding measures for
understanding driver distraction it was argued that the
"best" measures for measuring diswction are those
which are theory driven, reliable, objective, and
gennalizable. Several papers, available on the site,
investigated the feasibility and usefulness of
measuring workload and visual dishaction via a
Peripheral Detection Task which requires drives to
detect and react to peripherally presented stimuli
(Martens & Van Winsum. 2000; Olsson & Burns,
2000). A number of surrogate crash safety measures
and techniques for assessing dislraction were outlined .
in response to the second question; these include the
following:
,

:I
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Number of near misses,
Obstacle avoidance measures such as braking '
time, level of deceleration and instances of unsafe distances (distance to following
vehicle),
Lane maintenance (lane exceedences), and
Eye glance measures (glance duration and frequency

Some commented that the safety impact of various in-vehicle technologies can and should be
evaluated based on comparisons to generally accepted non-technology tasks, arguing that societal
acccpted ta& performed while driving (e&. tuning a radio) can e w e as appropriate baselines.
Work to develop practical, reliable and meaningful metrics to measure demands imposed by invehicle systems was also outlined in a paper submitted by the Cmh Avoidance Metrics
Partnership (CAMP).When completed the project will yield surrogate measures that can be used
by designers and engineers to estimate or measure the distraction potential associated with a
given device or function, as well as baseline distributions from which safety criterions can be
derived. A cumnt modeling efforl was also summarized in a paper submitted by Virginia
Polytechnic and State Univmity (Hankey et al, 2000) which describes the development of a
prototype evaluation software p r o w for evaluating attentional resources required by In-Vehicle
Information Systems. The development of an integrated attention monitoring system and its
application for distraction research was also outlined in a Forum paper (Trent,2000). The system
uses an eye-tracking device and can track head pose, gaze, and eye closure in real-time an under
real environments.
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Equipment Design Features: Impacts on Safety
According to poll results, equipment design features do influence c o m e r product selections.
Approximately 80% of respondents indicated that design and ease of use was an important
consideration when selecting and purchasing an in-vehicle device; almost one-third indicated it
was the most important factor. Consumers appear to want and demand in-vehicle devices that are
easy and safe to operate. Unfortunately, the relative safety impacts of various device designs,
options and features are not necessarily well established, much less well understood by users and
the driving public. Discussion and content on this page (papers, pollig items, comments, etc.)
was devoted to topics and issues associated with the impact of equipment design features on
driving safety. The emphasis was meaut to be on the design features of the technological devices
themselves, but comments on system-level safety (e.& integration of devices, use of crash
warnings) were also encouraged. A numher of suggested topics were listed to stimulate and focus
discassion. These included the following issues and questions:
What technologies can be employed to develop less distracting devices (e.g.,voice
recognition, hands free operation)?
To what extent does voice i n t e e o n (speech recognition, artificial speech) provide
benefits over visual prcsentation? Under what conditions is voice communication

distracting?
Is there less driver distraction with the use of Head Up Displays (HuDs) than with
traditional displays? Can everyone use HUDs effectively?
How should information be structured, formatted, and searched? How much information
is too much for drivers to handle?
What designs and features (design solutions) have worked well in this or similar
applications? What problems have been observed?
What effective countexmeasures can be used to combat distraction?
What are the important unanswered questions regarding the design of in-vehicle
technologies? Is research best directed at d e f e g gwd design or developing tools to
evaluate individual designs?
A total of 17 comments addressing equipment design issues were posted on this page,
representing approximately 2% of all comments received on the site (note that many comments
related to equipment designs were also posted and
.
discussed in other areas of the site as well). These
encompassed a range of issues including radio control
designs, integration of ITS devices, Head-Up Displays
(HUDs), in-vehicle e-mail system designs, and
designs of
countermeasures. Most comments
s a central conml
radio controls. Many agreed that radio designs and
s y ~ r e mwhich is inruiriw YOoprare
controls are needlessly complicated and confusing. Small, .-pnd epry lo ~~"
multi-functional controls that are poorly labeled and
AutomofiwIndusly
.~
difficult to reach were believed to contribute to the . .
. i
:
distraction problem and pose threas to safety. A number - .
of solutions were proposed including the use of steering wheel mounted controls with
standardid configurations, gmphic icons to depict control functions, integrated designs, and
large and easy to read main radio controls which are easily distinguished from other buttons.
, ,

.

-

.'
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Otber technology related features perceived to enhance safety included bands-he devices, safety
interlocks which allow drivers to operate devices only when the vehicle is stopped or in park, indash cell phones thal automatically mute the radio as well
as -er
incoming calls, and Head-Up Displays that
allow drivers to access visual information quickly. Use of
speech-based and voice recognition technologies were
hotly debated during the Forum and were the subject of a
number of papers available on the site. Although this
form of communication provides a promising alternative to
visual and manual-based interfaces, speech-based
interfaces are not necessarily "resource-independent" and
some are concerned that driven may not fully recognize
the cognitive demands imposed by thse systems. When
asked if auditory systems (devices with the capability to
invoice commands, or communicate using speech
messages) are sufficient to address safety concerns
associated with operating in-vehicle technologies,
participant responses were mixed and varied significantly
across affiliation CategOriCs. As illustrated in Figure 5,
overall responses were fairly equally divided;
approximately one-third of respondents believed auditory
systems can address this problem only somewhat or
minimally. Ovaall, only 23% thought this feature would . . .~ .
adequately address this problem (to a large extent). Those
in the automotive indushy (Original Equipment Manufachrrers and Suppliers) were much more
optimistic about the safety benefits of auditory systems than any of the other groups.

Can auditory systemsaddress the =fey concerns associated with
operating In-vehicle technologies?

Figure 6. Polling Results Addressing Extent to Which Auditory Systems Are Perceived to
Address Safety Concerns. Responses Are Broken Out By Respondent Affiliation.
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Of the 24 technical papers posted on the site, seven were devoted to issues concerning device
design with several addressing issues directly or indirectly related to auditory systems. Results
suggest that speech-based interactions do place a cognitive load on drivers; however, the level of
intaference associated with auditory communications is less than tasks involving manual or
visual interactions. Moreover, acoustically presented idonnation is p r e f d over visual or
manual information. Papers and expert opinions related to the use of Head-Up Displays ( H U D s )
w m also made available.

In additional to specific device designs and features,other driver distmction “comtermeasws”
were discussed. A number of participants called for the development of “driverless” cars, for
example. The role of automation in reducing the driver ..
distraction problem was addressed in a question posed to
one of the expert panelist. In his response, Steven
Shladover outlined three basic roles for automation: (1)
systems thal augment driver capabilities (providing
additional eyes and cars), (2) systems that can patt~ally
replace the driver by assuming some driving tasks, and
(3) fully automated systems that can completely replace
the driver. Obviously, the distraction problem becomes a
moot issue when automated systems are developed which
completely take over the driving iimction. More nearterm solutions are represented by the first two options in
the form of c o b i o n wamings and &river assistance ’’
systems. Research conducted by the University of Iowa in-ye8i@ecompvresScethihr ’ .
and available on this site, also supports the use of l e [ c p t r o n e ~ ~ ~ i O n f , ~ s w d l r r s
:;&s~Idinmniorrressdciatsd
collision warning to mediate effects of distraction.

Sys~lunrbenefizs drivers even n * h
-1hey‘up not

-Pap?

000
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Regulations, Guidelines & Enforcement

Papers,polls, Q&A items, and comments on this dwussion page are onented to toplcs and issues
associated with alternatives for controlling the design or use of m-vehicle technologles
Suggested discussion topics addressed the following three general themes.

Regulahons & Enforcement
9
Should there be restrictions on the conditions under wiuch a driver can use a
technology?Should such restrictions be controlled thmughthe design of the
device or regulatians on driver behawor?
= How efftctive are reckless driving laws in prevmbg crashes related to driva
distraction?
* Arc there d d v e methods to enforce regulations on use?
Safety Principles and Industry Racticcs
Are existing principles and mdustrj practices providing adequate controls (e.g.,
European Commission Statement of Principles, Japanese JAMA Guidelines,
Roposed SAE 15 Second Rule)?
Is there a need for f o d standards on the design or use of in-vehcle
technologies? In what areas?
Research Needs
What are the mportant unanswered questions regarding regulations,guidelines,
and domment? What howledge gaps need to be filled in order to develop
appropriate guidelmes or regulations? How effective are these sorts of controls?

.

Jhdation & E n f o m e n t
According to the National Conference of State
Jizgislatmts, although some states impose minor
restrictions on cellular telephone in automobiles, few
states S p c c i f i d l y regulate cellular phone use while
driving. In Massachusetts, for example, car phones are
allowed provided that drivers maintain one hand on the
steering wheel at all times and that the primary d r i h g
task remains undishubed. Nevertheless, a number of
states have introduced bills which would rcguke or
restrict cellular telephones in vehicles; t h e v a ~ yfrom
proposals that would ban all use in vehicles. to
&f&ments for hands-frae devices, and mtrictions
on call length. TO date, however, none of the bills
have passed.

The issue of regulation was

one of the most hotlv
debatad topics discussed on the Internet Forum; thii
@ably
in dj-siom associated
cell phone use while driving. Many argued that the
only effedve way to increase safety is to ban or
sevaely restrict use of “dangerous” in-vehicle

-

’

Riw1cCiti:en

. .
“‘Lawsrhuf make we o/tedtno/ogvtvhNe
d ~ n n g d & h o f s o m e e but li
7b’’w441EMmmb/C.
time.“

-

-

Waleof
Privote.ciliien

Cilh

..

.

.

technologies and activities that have been demonsbated to be hazardous. Indeed, the vast
majority of respondents (74%) felt that cell phone use while driving should be regulated;even
63% of registered cell phone users agreed that States or local governments should enact laws to
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restrict the use of cell phones while driving. Opponents argued thaf regulation was not an
effective alternative for several reasons:
Laws would need to be created for each and every form of distraction.

-

Laws already exist governing driver behavior (reckless driving, failure to pay full
attention to the road, etc.).
Unrealistic to expect these laws to be enforced and therefore this approach would not be
effective. Need to enforce existing laws rather than create new ones.
Bans or restrictions are not effective at regulating behavior.

The impact of cell phone regulation in Japan requiring
the use-of hands-free d a i c e s was also the subject of
an "Ask the Expert" question. In his response,
b s h i Tsuda cited data collected by the Japanese
National Police Agency suggesting that following the :.~
ban d e s caused by cell phones resulting in
fatalities or injuries fell approximately 75 percent MI.
Tsuda cautions against attributing all of the decline to
the ban against hand-held devices since drivers may , - have simply refrained from using the phone, exerci
devices, or simply failed to report using the phone during the interfa1 following the ban.
Nevertheless, data in Japan appears to support the view that restrictions on technology use can
imp& safety. Many pmiiCipants, and paper authors,suggested investigating the effectiveness of
bans and restrictions in other counhies as well (A number of papas available on the site
addressed the effectiveness of regulation as well as tbe coWbenefit of this approach in the cuntext
of cell phones). In the Internet Forum, the regulation debate appears to distill down to the basic
views. Those against technology bans and restrictions tend to view these initiatives as a
challenge to their personal rights and freedoms, while those in favor of regulation tend to perceive
an underlying public safety threat and lack of personal responsibility. Many, however, perceived
bans on technology to be impraCtical, and suggested restrictions in the use of the technology or
cbsnges in design (e.&, hands-free devices, inrerlccks, etc.) would be more effective and should
be considered as possible viable solutions. Nearly all believed that passengers should have full
unreshicted use of in-vehicle technologies and not be prechded I % O ~using available technology
-the problem is driver-cmtered.
Guidelines

Others have commented that designers and engineers
need accessible and usable guidelines for creating and
evaluating interfaces that are compatible with safe
driving. Ideally, guidance should be applicable during
the early stages of design to prevent costly
reengineering once a product is brought to market,
and should be expressed in t e r n useful 'for @uct
design engineers. Although p r e l i guidelines
for the design of safe sad usable driver information
systems now exist, and more are under development
both in the U.S. and internationally, some have
expressed concern over the relative paucity of
guidance which tends to be overly general and
incomplete. Limited discussions addressing'guidelines
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took place on thc Internet Forum, however, several papers outlining and critiquing existing
practices and guidance were posted on the site. One paper (Stevens & Rai, 2000, available on the
site) outlined a checklist approach to asseSSment which allows experts to make evaluate key

features on in-vehicle systems. Another (Janssen,
2000) provide a detailed critique of the Europem
Comminsion’s Statement of Principles with respect
to recommendations for preventing driver
distraction caused by in-vehicle HMI. Finally,
comments clarifying the scope and potential
expansion of the proposed SAE Recommended
Piactice J2364 were provided by the document’s

.

..

author.

d.in~2u.unidimenx

. .

.
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Safety Campaigns & Public Education
Papers, polls, Q&A items, and comments on this page were oriented to topics and issues
associated with safety campaigns and public education regarding the safe use of in-vehicle
technologies. Discussion issues and topics were meant to address the following:
Safety Campaigns
9
What information should be provided in public service announcements aad how
effective will it be? Who are the target driven and how can they be reached?
What iaformation does the public need,as drivers m’asco~lsumersof technology
products?
= How effective is the provision of safety tips? Do we uuderstand the problem well
enough to provide good tips?
Public Education
Is there a ‘‘learning curve” that makes the dishaction risk particularly great for
novice users of a techaology or a specific product? Is there some way that
training or practice could be introdwed to minimize this?
Is there a need to introduce driver distri+ction/technology use into driver
education curricula?Do novice drivers potentially have greater distraction
problems and can training help with this?

Although few comments were posted on this page, issue.s associated with safety campaigns and
public education were evidenced throughout the web
site. The need for educating drivers on the respoasible
and safe of use in-vehicle technologies such as cell
phones was clear. Some participaats proposed that the
majority of drivers cannot discem situations and
enviroaments when it is safe vmus unsafe to use a cell
phone when driving. Poll results indicate this opinion is
shared by many who genclally perceive drivers as
unable to make decisions about when it is safe to use
technology (65% of respondcats felt drivers do a poor
job at making these judgments). This finding highlights
the need to educate the public on the safe use of devices
while driving.
Another basic issue. dealt with the perceived
effectiveness of education and its impact on behavior
and safety. When asked if public education and mining
about the safe use of in-vehicle technologies would
increase safety, the majority of poll respondents (56%)
felt education would have some positive impact on
safety. Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 7, many
respondents (43%) believed that education’s impact on
safety would be minimal. Skeptics questioned whether
this approach would work given the relative “failure” of
existing driver training and education programs. Others
expressed skepticism that educational campaigns and
safety tips about the safe use of technology would
actually hauslate into action (behavioral changes). Polls
taken on the Internet Forum suggest that many drivers, hut not all, would change some aspects of
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Can public education and training about the safe use of invehicle technologies Increase safety?
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Figure 7. Polling Results Addressing Extent to Which Education & Training About The Safe
Use of In-Vehicle Technologies Wdl Increase Safety. Responses Are Broken Out by
Respondent Affiliation.

their behavior as a result of &cation anaor safety tips. As indicated in Figure 8, nearly 40% of
respondents report having changed how they use their cell phone while driving as a result of a
safety tip they 68w or heard Some participants relayed personal testimonies about changes in
their use of technology as a result of safety campaigns, tips about technology use,andlor personal
experience with close calls. Together, these results suggest that safety campaigns and education
on technology use can be effective, although reliance on this alone is not likely to address all of
the safety concerns with in-vehicle technologies.

Have you changed how you use your cell phone in your vehicle
because of a safety tip you saw or heard?

Figure 8. PoUig Results Addressing Extent to Which Safety Tips Affect Cell Phone Use.
Remnses Are Broken Out bv ResDondent Affiliation.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
The Internet Forum, sponsored by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), provided a unique opporhmity for technical experts and the public (both in the U.S.
and internationally) to download research papers, ask questions, and share experiences regarding
the use of in-vehicle devices (cell phones, navigation systems, wireless Internet, information &
cntcrtainment systems, night vision systems, etc.). Over 9,500 visitors and 2,600 registered
guests logged onto the site over the five-week conference period, contributing a total of 700
comments. Although all forms of distraction (not just distraction induced by technology) were
perceived to be a problem by Forum participants, discussions were primarily focused on the use
of in-vehicle technologies. Important Forum highlights and key points are summarized below.
9

The benefits and safety risks associated with the use of in-vehicle technologies are not very
well understood It is difficult to accurately gauge the effects of in-vehicle technologies on
the most obvious safety criterion - vehicle crashes. Lack of crash data and problems with
reporting systems &e it diacult to establish causal links between technology uie and
vehicle crashes. praotical, reliable and meaningful measures for assessing distraction and
appropriate baseline tasks are needed. The safety impacts of various device designs also need
to be detemhed. Several papers available on the site focused on issues related to benefits
and safety risks; some men attempted to derive be-nefithst ratios. AU tended to indicate that
more research is needed to capture both risks and beneiits associated with technology use
while driving.
While the conveniences afforded by advanced in-vehicle technologies were perceived by
many participants to be unjustified given the risks they bring, others argued that benefits
could be realized through judicious use and better device designs. Many argued that safety
could be achieved through user-friendly designs, speech-based technology, andlor designs
that limit interactions such as interlocks which prevent drivers from accessing infomration or
performing complex tasks when the vehicle is in motion. Key system design features
perceived to impact the safkty and utility of these systems included the location of displays
and controls, content of the displays, interaction modes, and accessibility to certain functions
while driving. Others indicated that, irrespective of design, consumers must practice
responsible use of the technology; if drivers cannot exercise appropiate judgment then some
form of reguIation may be warranted.
Solutions to perceived problems generally fell into one of three categories: system design,
education & training, and enforcement & regulation. Many perceived bans on technology to
be impractical. Nearly all believed that passengrrs should have full, unrespicted use of invehicle technologies (the problem is Qiver-catered).

9

One growing concern associated with the use of in-vehicle technologies was the loss of
situational awareness and the ability to practice safe, defensive driving. Many argued that
while the physical and visual demands associated with interacting with in-vehicle
technologies are addressable through user-fiendly product designs (e.g., speech-based
modes), the cognitive aspects of interacting with technology present challenges and
concerned many participants. Cognitive distraction is troublesome because it is harder to
measure and perhaps more insidious than manual or visual demands associated with device
interaction. Although this type of cognitive dishaction is not unique to in-vehicle
technologies, exposure was believed to be dramatically in-ed
via inmuction of
advanced in-vehicle devices such as cell phones and wireless internet systems.
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Although responses to polling items were non-scientific and not necessarily representative of
drivers in general, some interesting differences in perspectives emerged across various
affiliation p u p s . Those working in the automotive industry (Original Equipment
Manufacturers and Suppliem), for example, were generally more optimistic about the ability
to develop systems that are compatible with safe driving practices. These p u p s tended to
view speech-based technologies (auditory systems) as a means to achieve safe designs.

'!

Most participants tended to believe that drivers generally do a poor job at making decisions
about when it is safe to use technology while driving. Individual difference in driver age and
experience as well as differences in driving conditions were perceived to affect drivers abiity
to safely interact with these systems while driving.

N o t i d l y absent wcre comments relaring to the use of handheld PCs or P e r d Digital
Assistants (PDAs) which are gaining in popularity. This class of technology is important
since it nprrsenls devices which, like cell phones and pagers, are not necessarily designed for
automotive applications; nevertheless, drivas c8n bring them into their vehicles. The basic
issue is how to design or allow for the integration of these types of “aftermarket" devices
into the drivhg envirommt without Saaiticing safety. The Society of Automotive
Engineers' ITS Safety & Human Factors Committee is currently considering whether to
pursue the development of some form of industry-wide standard or recommended practice
regarding PDAs (consistency of conlrok, displays and operating characteristics, etc.) to
facilitate their use in vehicles and minimizedishaction induced by these technologies.

The overwhelming majority of participants (75%) felt it was not safe to talk on a ceU phone
while driving; holding a conversation, doing cell-phone d a t e d tasks (e.g. jotting down
notes), and dialing a telephone number were among the biggest safety concerns. There was,
however, considerable disagreement concerning what specific actions or steps are needed to
a s s this growing problem.
Regulatory solutions (bans, restrictions, equipment
requirements), enforcement of existing laws, education and safety campaigns, better
equipment designs, standards, and interlocks were all proposed as possible solutions to the
growing problem of cell phone use while driving.
safety campaigns and education.about technology use while driving were thought to be
effective, although reliance on this alone is not likely to address all of the safety concerns

associated with the use of in-vehicle technologies.
Both technology and non-technology users appeared to share some basic concerns about the
responsible use of technology while driving. Nearly twc-thirds (63%) of individuals who
report using cell phones in their vehicles, for example, believed it was not safe to use a cell
phone while driving and that some form of regulation was warranted. Further, although
experience with in-vehicle technologies was perceived by some to lead to more responsible
use, many felt that most drivers do a poor job of &g
decisions about the use of
technology while driving. Technology users also appeared more inclined to agree that designs
could be developed allowing systems to be safely used while driving.

.3
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CELL PHONES

Crash Risk & Association with Crashes
Rodelmeier &
Tibsbirnni (1997)
Assm'ation Between

Cellular-Telephone
Calls andMotor
Vehicle Collisions

Found drivers were 4 times more likely to be involved
in a collision when using a telephone compand to
when they werc not using a telephone (For refereclce,
driving with a BAC at the legal limit is associated
with a risk h t o r of 4, and a BAC 50%above the
legal limit is sssociated with a risk fador of IO).
Expaienced driven showed a similar collision risk
factor of 4.1, suggesting the asPociation is not merely
a mflection of imxpcrience, but due to a basic
limitation in driver performance.
Hands-f~phone a p e to offer no safety
advantage (relative risk of 5.9). suggesting the
problem is related to limitations in attention.
Authors suggest avoiding unnecessary calls, keeping
conversations brief, and suspending use uoder
hazardous circlrmstancs.

Examined whether cellular
telephone calk were associated
with motor vehicle collisions.
Used Case-Cm~x~vu
design
(interviewed drivers involved in a
collision between 19941995 who
also owncd a cellular telephone).
Chadian drivers.

collsctionnnd reporting sys~nns.
imp~wed
cmsumcr
d u c s t i w pmgrams, and more mseard~lobet
undastand mturalistic driver behavior while uskg
, a l l phone6 and workload reducingdesign featums.

i

Lissy, Cohen, Park &
Graham (2@w

*
Assessed the risks and benefits
associated with cellular phone use
while driving.

CellularPhone Use
While Driving: R i s b
and Benefa

9

Weight of scientific evidence suggests there is a safety
risk, but the magnitude ofthese risks is uncertain.
More precise exposure data are needed. Current
estimates suggest that most calls last between 30
seconds to 2 minutes.
Information about the influence of cell phone use in
crashes is difficult to obtain; with few exceptions,
police reports do not elicit this information.
No state has yet passed a law to prohibit phone use
while driving.
Concluded mat aash data as a whole do not provide

I (1
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conviocine evidence that cell ohone use while drivim
"
is associated with an increase in the number of
fataiities or collisions.
Policymakers need to consider the risks and benefits
of drivers switchingto other communication devias
(e.g., haodkfm phones, pagers, etc).
A prohibitionon the use of cellular phoneswhile
driving appears to be a relatively inefficient
investment in traffic safety. B e a n scientific
information on both bcnef~tsand risks need to be
collected.

8

(Recommendations)
Develop jointly funded program on the risks and
bcociits of wireless comnnications in the
eanspoaarinn sector.
Replicate major d e s (e.g., Redelmeier &
Tibshirani, 1997) in several geographical locations.
= Conduct international comparison studies to determine
the impact of differmt policies on risks and benefits of
cell phone use whilc driving.

.

=

Dcvclopbearrappma&esfordctenniningwhcthcra
particular aash is cell phone related (surveillance and
mpO*
practices).
lroplemcnt a broad-baseddriver distraction research

program.

Dcvclop wqmhensive educational effort aimed at
promotingresponsiblecell phone use while driving.

Convemtion & Influence on S i s t i o n n l
Awareness
...

.. .

-cosvnsingon a all phone. The
phonetaskamis@d ofs
selcstion ofnumetieel questions.

* .:FFormd
'

&t&jomtion in situational
..
:
q
thephone end m p h o n e situations
';

rract.justrflcrthestart of the conver6atiM:but the:
.effectis minimized over time.
Whivens WCK famd to be dower to adapt -toa
in speed fmm 80 to 50 )unol when engaged.in a
convrmation.

.

Harbhdc, Noy, and
Eizcnman (2000)

ri

Amhm'highlighl the need for further study in
nature and duration of typical CBlphone convenrations.

.

The impact ofinlernd

Describes a planned study io
examine the impact of internal
distraction aeattd by the
processing of m h n a b o n in the

Study has yet to be completed, but will improve our
understsndiog of the relationslup between cognitwe
load and visual behavior. Thrre levels of cognitive
task demands will be explored and their effects on a
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Viwal B e h i o r

behaviors using an eyehxcker,-video and audio
data, and subjective awesmen& of workload and
driving impact).

vi&

conversing over a &xis-*
invehicle device. Sixtcen subjwts
betweenthe ages of 21-35will
drive a Toyota Canny equipped
withaninstnrmeotatimsynan.
A portable eye-lracking apparatus
will be uscd to Mmioe
meeharusns
'
underlying the
narrowing ofvisual aamtirm
Arithmetic questions of varying
difficulty will be presented over a
cell phone.

Other Cell Phone Related Issues
.Conoluded rhat the economiccosts ofe bpn on cellular
CUM in vehicles far OUmrCighS the bcndiu.
shd benefits ofaoell phone bantokSt.2
billion (attributable to a reduction in fataliticsand
injuriesarsociatcdwithphone UM) and costs to beQ5
binion per yew (amibubblcto wsts io cell
arCnandpl.Qhtm6).
Hnnds-free replation would fail a kaefit-cogtnst

related torclNarphate Use.

.

and called for collectingmore systcmalicjnfomtion

DEVICE DESIGN (SPEECHBASED SYSTEMS,
HUDs, INTEGRAIIONI

Lee, Caven, Haake, Br
Brow (2000)
Speech-Based
Interaction wifhInVehicle Compufers:
The E@ct of SpeechBased E-mail on
Drivers' Affentionto
the Rwdwoy

Evaluated the disbaction
potential ofsp&chbascd
interfaces (im the context of an email system) using a driving
simulator. Two voice activated email systanr studied: ample and
complex (varying in the n u m k
of menu options); each with voice
recognition and text-tc-speech
inttrfaces.Both were examined

.
=

Lhivus responded more slowly to lead vehicle
dstlcrations vhcn the e-mail system was available
lhan when it was not available (reaction times were
increased by 30%. or by 310 msec.)
Anthm suggest the effecl of a 3 0 0 - m ~delay in
reaction time may h-anslate into a 3.5-38.5 increase in
collisions and a 27.3-80.7% increasein collision
velocity; i n c M s i g collision rates and severity.
System complexity did not increasc driver reaction
time,but it did impact perreived'distraction and
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under complex and simple

workload.

driving environments. Subjects
w m 24 driven aged 18-24. and
uposed to the system for 1 hour.
M
d driving performance,
siruatioaal awareness, subjective
workload,and pcrceived

=

Authors conclude that spemh-based interactions place
a cognitive load on drivers that can affect driving
pafomance. Suggested futun research should
cxamine how well drivers' perceived dismction
Mmsponds to the actual level of diseaction

distraction

.Lceping drivcrassistana syaem would be dthirablc.
WhcamPnualiDputsanrquind,driwassistsnoe

effacl on the perfamancr of the communication tasks.
T i j h , Parma, and

Goodman(1998)
Driver Workload
asses me^ ofRowe
Guidnnce System
Denination En@
While Driving: A Tal
Track Study

I;iercr (19%)

Examined mute guidance system
destination entry tasks across four
m m u c i a l l y available systems
reDICSQl!iIlR diffcrrnt C n U,
V and
&cvd m&ds. T a t track
study using 16 subjcco consisting
of young /old drivers and
maledfcmales.Cellular dialmg
and radio tuning asks werc
included for wmpanson.

Sriw

.7

e
. ~ .nm
~

~~

8

Eramined benefits of Head-Up
Di6pISYS (HUD's)

Quunlifiins Head-Up
uuplqv W D )
Pedemlon &adon
Bene/? f i r Okier

Age WBS found to influence visual allocation, driver
performance and destination entry times. Age
differencs were minimized via voice destination

for older driver
pdearian delacion. Cloccd e s t
bad. TwenCy-hur snbjws (I3
imles, 4 1 h l a )w
n
i g m age
from 59-7 1 yurs (man nge 65)
WCltankcdtoperfOrm
s p c a d o m t l c r e Essks with
both a W-npandbnd-down
dihplay. On oome trials,
pedcscrians were positionedin the

hmrd OaKmd drivna WCR

-

Vola recogrution technology is a viable allrmative to
~ ~ ~ ~ J - m adestination
nual
entry while driving.
Futurc rcbeardl should examine effects ofthese
systems on driver object and event detection.

HUDs imprnvcd older driver's ability io ~e forward
scme events. HUD6 mabled drivas to more quickly
&ccl pedcwianS and with fewer missed dHections.
Rcsults sugges( thal HUDs will reduce the incidence
ofaashes caused by alloca(lng visual attention to

h d 4 0 w n displays.
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.asrhty~llcuuaedthe pedestrian.
Kaotowik& Moyer

Integration ofDriver
In-VehicleITS
Information

Overviews system integration
issutSandrcsearchnceds
a s s o c k d with ITS and invehicle infonuation systems.
Highlights human factom Issons
learned ftom the aviation domain

.

andoutlinesrcscarchnecdsfor
next-generation M vcbicles
quipped with sdvanced
technologies. Discuvions are
limitedtohumanantered
integration issues -aspects of the
drivcr-machineintnfaccthatarc
pcrctiwddmanipulaoed
directly by the driver.

M

m & Van

winsum (ZOOO)

Memuring
Diswoction: The
Peripheral Delection
Tnsk

Investigated the feasibility of

measuring workload via a
Peripheral Detection Tasks
(requiring drivers to detcct and

reaa to a peripherally presented
stimuli). krsased wh& the
tecbnique is sensitive to sudden
and short ina*rses and variations
in workload. Computed average
reaction time and fraction of
missed signals for several driving
situations(e.g., braking lead
vehicle, stop s i a sharp curve.
Study wnductcd using a driving
simulator with 54 subjects.

entcrtainmcnt systems. Systems must blend
i n f o d o n , communication,and entertainment
technologies without complicating the basics of
operstingvehicles.
In aviation,the human operator serves as the driving
forcc bebind system design. One sncccssful approach
is to limit infomation presentation information the
pilot docs not need is not displayed (dark and silent
coclrpit). Pilots can also quest infomation not
cuucntly dqlayed.
AUocatiW of function can be ked, or changed
dynmnically by the driver or system. Care must be
exercised to ensure the mode of operation is clearly
understood
lntegrntion of warning system and in-Vehicle
lnformuion systems represrmt two high-priority
rcseach arcs. Specific issues include: message
prioritization,driver ovedoad, false ahmu, d q l a y
modality, voice activation.
Guidelines exist to aid integration.

-

.
.

MEASUREMENT

Potential ITS in-vehicle systems can be grouped &to 3
categories:CAS, ATIS, and convenience and

.

Tbe Pmphtral Detection Task (PDT) is suitable for
mcasllring variations in workload Both reaction time
and misses to peripherally presented targets are
gensitive to diffmnces in driving situations.
PDT is also sensitive to differences in workload
associated with non-visual in-vehicle messages.

Victor (2000)
A T c c h c d Plagom
for Lbiver Inattenfion
Research

DcEcriks the development of an
integrattd aamtionmonitoring
system and its applicstion for
distraction red. The system
includes a unique head and eyetrackiog device which is

.-

intepted with vehicle
performancedata. Tradrs head
Poa gaze,~ r y e ~ o s uinr r
real-time, i n d envirwmnas.

c-oooo)

Effortfocuses on obtaining

Proposed Lbiver
W o r W Mun'er ond
M & M Project

meanrnsofdcmandsimposedon
drivers by io-vehicle systems and
relating thrm to v of
driving perfonuanr& O h j M i n is

.
.

to develop practical, "peatable
and mminghl mehics to
measUndcmandsbnpkd by hvehicle systems. These mumgate

Ikmonstrated 95% tracking reliability.
Systancan -tiate
between targets such as the
speedometer and tachometer, and m rncasure head
and gaze w l m the driver is wearing glassrs (bead
pose only with sunglasses).
Plaffm provides oppommities to capture real-time
b i v n visual behavim under realistic settings.
Planned sardy uses are highlighted.

Attempts to predict aash incidence based on driva
woridoadis subject to substantial mors of pndiction.
Reposed dtanate evaluation approach uses
conventional in-vehicle tasks (0 develop baseline
distribntioas from which safety criterions can be

dcriVd
Reject will produce a set of surrogate metric and
methods which can be used in assessing systcm
demands. Surrogatemea4ures (Static task time, TLX
Scores, etc.). will comspandwith one OT more ground
Uvuthed worwOad measures (e.& number of eye
glances, brake RT,etc).

maFures canbeusedtocstimate

or mtasuR the dishauion
potential associated with a given
in-vehicle device or device
function.

COUNTERMEASURES
Lee, Ries, McGehce,
& Brow (2W)

Studies wccc cooducted to
identify how well r e a r a d
collision avoidance systems
Out Gllision Worning (RECAS) can mitigate the

*

RECAS pmvides a safe9 benefit to both distracled
and undistracted drivers.
RECAS found to reduce the percentage of imminent
collision situations ending in a collision a n d decnase
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collrsron velocity. Early m m g s produced the

-on
mduced by a visually
demanding task,and the extent to
which REUS aids Mndimacted drivers in avoiding an
imminent collision. The fim

&action
&e to inVehicle Devices?

greatest benefit reducing the rate of collisions to 8.8%

compared to a baselie of 45.5%.

Warnings influenced how quickly drivers released the
accelaator. &v warnines led drivers to react more
quickly
la& warnings.

than

study examined different warning
algorithms (early vusus late
Warnings) using 120 dIivcIs (aged
25-55); and the second sludied

I

RECAS benefits Using 20
undiswcted drivers (aged 25-55).
Both studies uscd a high-fidelity
Sirnulotor.

GUIDELINES

DESIGN A I D S

The Development of a
Design Ewfwtion
Tool and Modo1 of
Anentien Demund

Describes the development of a
prototype evalnatinn softwarre
program designed to aid human
factors designers and engineers in
evalnating the atrentional
sources r e q u i d by M S
designs.

=

=

Stevens & Rai (2000)

Describes the development of
safety principles for in-vehicle

=

R O ~ I T I beusedto
I I I ~ ~ ~compare two or more
candidate dsigac against their attentional demands, or
evaluate designs against benchmark criteria (e.&.
safety dated m-).
Allows dIivcr, enviroomental, display,and task
factors to be cimsideul, and yields individual demaud
metricr acmss five mm categories (visual,
auditory,supplemental infomuttion processing,
manual, and @)
as well as aa overall t i p of
danand to a s s s s the attention demand of the driver.
A total of 198 tasks are included inheprototypeMS
D E W program. Additional tasks can be
pmgmmned into the dsign tool.

Addresss the issue of how to ~ s s e s sin-vcbicle safety
and the extent to which specific vehicle i n f o d o n
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Development of so/ery
Princ@lesfor InVehicleInformation
and Communication
systemr

information and communication

systems.Higblights the historical
development of the European
commission's Statement of
Principles, consi&g Of 35
principles, which frames kcy
issues to be considered formvehicle driver information and
communication systems.

.
.

system suppnts the safety and effectiveness Drincides
Ofthe
CommisSion's S l a t m a t ofPriOcplCS.
Overviews a c4ecklist approach which enables experts
to malre rapid and structurrd assessment of key invehicle sytem features, and can be used to identify
problan anas quiring further quantitative

assesmlm.
Overviews challenges associated with quantifying and
testing g u i d d i , and defining acceptable levels of
dimaction (benchmarks)

x s t a t m m i ~ n i t apoiontial~yncgstivefkadinr
vchick Euppml,. ~ I y ~ t a c i o n ~ o f d r i v e r b e h a v i o r

.thsngluras.offthe road&

no h g e r t h a n m':

R
.betwen glnnecduraticn and numhr of ginn
should be moorpOmtcd into thz principles.
.Theprinciples do not wnlain a,qffiifiwtion
allowable auditory lask load. norlhat orthe combined
load on the puditory and visual channels.
As a whole. tbe docunmt fails to .ad&s the drivers'
own capacity toqplate the level of distraction they
wilf%XXpt.

INJXVlDUAL DIFFERENCES
Tijcrina, Panner, and
Goodman (1999)

Individual Dt@rences
and In-Vehicle
Dismction While
Driving: A Test Track
Smdy and
Ps~hometric
Evaluation
?JMwrpnt,Tmi,AIShihabi,O Jaeger

Investigated the influence of
individual diffcrmccs on driver
distraction Tmeackstudyusing
16 subjects and destination amy
tasks using commercially
available route navigation
system.Driving performance on
the test track was relaled to
performance on a battery of
temporal visual pception and
cognitive tasks.

Examined young and older
drivcrs'ability to divideattraition

.
=

*

Low but consistent correlationswere found between
tesr-back and test battery performance measures.
Additional work is needed to refine relationships
between specific task demands and predictor sets.
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vshiidisplay.
QLdcrdnvaswere less able to kcep r
k vchlck in the
icle displaythan young
OULFlde tbe hie) using the

GENERAL REFERENCJZMISC
Rsrmey,Menac,and
Goodman

w@)

hrHTsA Driver
Dis!raciionResurd:
Past, Prerenr, and
F w e

SWTWLZS '
NHTSArescarchin
the tmas of driver diseaaionand
woddoad. and overviews current
ongoing and futureNHTSA

d.

.
.
.

.

NHTSA's first major effort,launched m 1991
addrrssingmck driver workload, concluded mat
qnantitative models to predict crash incidence as a
functicm of workload are not cunmtly feasible.
WorLload is best considered as a relative assessment
m wnprimn to Omcr tasks or baselines.
NHTSA assesscd impact of wireless phone use in
1997. Although phone use is likely to increase the
risk of a crash,the magnitude of the problem m o t
anrcnllybecstnnated
NHTSA conducted a series of mute navigation system
studies: a destination entry study, an individual driver
dif€a-encestudy, and an assessment of SAE's "15d
rule."
Current m
h includes an AutoPC test trade study
comparing voice and manual i
nand the
dishaction potential of AutoPC transactions; and, a
narunlic study to evaluate wireless phone
interfaces.
Future research will use NADS to extend on-mad
-c41
using more workload intensivetechnologies,
and bcllcr understand the safety benefits and nadeoff
of night vision systems.
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APPENDIX B:
POLLING ITEM RESULTS
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How capable are drivers at making daisions about when it is
safe to use technology while driving?
VerycapaMe 4%
0%
(0)
(20)
13%
37%
(65)
(14)
Drivers do a .Door Iiob 66%
53%
(319)
(20)
11%
Drivers cannot make these judgements 16%
(78)
(4)
100%
Total 100%
I (482) I (38)
If purchasingan in-vehicle device, how much of an infiuence
does the design and ease of use of d e v i i have on your

3%
(1)
21%
(6)
59%
(17)
17%

Reasonablycapable

selection?

Important, but tempered by other factors
Not particolarty important
Not a considerationat all

Total

I

(15)
54%

(200)

(20)
5%

8%
(32)
15%
(60)
100%
(412)

(29)

I

(2)
0%

(0)

1

100%
(37)

65%

(5)

10096

Mostimwrtantfadwl 29% I 41% I 26%
(120)
49%

4%
(1)
23%
(6)

I

(6)
70%
(16)
0%
(0)
4%
(1)
100%
(23)

1
I

I

(17)
8%
(2)
100%
(26)

39%
(9)
57%
(13)
4%
(1)
0%
(0)
100%
(23)

I

4%
(24)
16%

2%
(2)
19%
(15)
69%
(56)
10%
(8)
100%
(81)

(106)

65%
(429)
15%
(97)
100%
(656)

I 40% I 32%
(29)

(179)

36%
(26)
7%

(275)

46%
7%

(5)

I

18%
(13)
100%
(73)

I

(40)
13%
(74)
100%
(568) I
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(zoo)

(12)
35%
13%
(215)
(5)
Don’tknow 10%
3%
(61)
(1)
Total 1Wh
100%
(6121
(40)
Do yw believe handklree techndogy is sufkient to addrrss
safely concems related to cell phone use whlle driving?
Yes 221b
40%
(84)
(12)
No 74%
53%
(281)
(16)
Donlknow 4%
7%
Minimally

I

I

(92)

..

Total 100%
(649)

(8)
100%
(41)

(16)
33%
(11)
3%
(1)
100%
(33)

(11)
31%
12%
(3)
100%
(26)

(37)
35%
(36)
13%
(13)
100%
(104)

8%
(2)
76%
(19)
16%

9%
(2)
74%
(17)
17%

12%
(7)
76%
(45)
12%

(5)
100%
(32)

(5)
100%
(25)

(22)
200%

(8)

(101)

(276)

34%
(275)
10%
(79)
100%
(815)
21%
(107)

73%
(378)
6%

I

( 132)
100%

(848)

52

(15)

Total

100%
(813)

(6)
100%
(46)

(3)
100%

(2)
100%

(4)

(30)

1Wh

(43)

(32)

(132)

100%
(1066)

I (161)
Total
..I ,

100%

(235)

(3)
100%
(18)

(12)
100%
(17)

(7)

100%
(12)

(21)
100%
(37)

(204)
100%
(319)
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close call or aash resultingfrom a driver
being distracted by something other than a
cell phone? (eg. readinga m ~ peating,
,

55

sea threat tosafety by

(37)
Don'tknow

Total

36%
(53)
100%
(147)

(4)
19%

(3)
100%
(16)

(5)
21%
(3)
100%
(14)

(0)

(2)

(48)

29%
(2)
100%

37%
(10)

34%

100%
(27)

100%
(211)

PI)

(71)
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APPENDIX C
"ASK THE EXPERT" PANEL QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
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Q. In your opinion, what is the single most important measure for understanding driver
distraction? Why? (8/7/008:05:29 AM)
A. There are some g e n e d principles that apply to the selection of any
measure for human factors researcb. This section is based upon an
article in the journal Human Factors (Kantowik, 1992) that offers a
technical discussion of this issue. I have hed to simplify this
discussionhere.
In all science, measurement is the process of assigning numbers to
objects in a systematic manner.The scientist interested in
measurement must always answer two questions:
(A-=?&
by B~~
Kantowitz, Uh4'llU)

1. Representationproblem How is the assignment of nmbers to
objectsjustified?
2. Uniqueness problem. To what degree is this assignmentunique?

Reliability is an index of the Consistency of a measure and addresses the representationproblem.
Validity is an index of the truth of a measure and is related to the uniqueness problem. Good
measures are both reliable and valid.

Good researcb must also be generalizable. This means that results can correctly be applied to realworld systems. Generalikabilitydepends upon three factors: subject representativeness,variable
representativeness,and setting representativeness(seeb t o w i i z , 1992 for detailed expIanations
of these terms.) We can't guarantee that a measure, even if reliable and valid, will work properly
unless it is observed in a research setting that is generalible.
Without getting bogged down in technical details (see Kantowitz, 1992 if you want to slog
through details), the best way to select a measure that will work is to be guided by theory. It is
poor science to select a measure just because it is easy to obtain. It is almost impossible to select a
single measure that captures all the essential characteristics of a complex system, such as a driver
in a vehicle. Theory must be used to select a set of measures that are useful and appropriate.
Selecting Measures Cor Driver Distraction
It might seem that the best way to measure driver distraction would be simply to ask drivers if
they were distracted by some event. This is called obtaining a subjective opinion. We can make
this process appear even more scientific by asking the driver to rate (perhaps on a five-point scale
from 1-5) how distracted they were. This is called a rating scale. Unfortunately, people are not
always able to give subjective ratings in a consistent manner (see Nygren, 1991). Even with a lot
of fancy statistical Wealments, it can be difficult to interpret subjective ratings. They are used
because they are easy to obtain and because sometimes they can be correlated with better
measures of distraction.

The best measures are objective rather than subjective. This includes measures of how the vehicle
is located on the roadway, how hard the driver is pushiag on the brake pedal, and bow long i t
takes the driver to react to a signal. Physiological measures are also objective but they are best for
determining long-term states of the driver, such as fatigue,rather than speeific reactions to
particular signals.

i
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Since distractions are related to driver attention,theories of attention can help us select the best
measures.An important class of measures require the drive^ to perform another task, called a
secondary task,while driving (Kantowitz & Simsek, 2000). Ifthe driver is distracted,there is less
attention available to perform the secondary task.So objective perfo-ce
on the sedondary task
can be inteqmted, using a theory or model of attmtion, as an index of driver distraction. For
example, a secondary task might require a driver to push a button on the steering wheel when an
auditory tone is heard inside the vehicle. The time from the onset of this tone until the driver
pushes the button, called reactiontime, would be a measure of distraction. Ifreaction time is hi&
the driver was distracted when the tone came OILIfreactiontime is low with a rapid responseto
the tone, we cin rule out distraction.
However, there is no Unique secondary task for measUriag driver dhaction.'Mauy secondary
tasks have bem studied and,several are uscll (Kantowitz & Simsek, 2000). Some typical
secondary tasks would include mnaoriZing telephone numbers,doing mental arithmetic and
pressing buttons when signals are psentd inside the vehicle. But most of these secondary tasks
are scorcd either by reaction time or by propordon of correct responses. So the best mea~uresof
driver &&on
aretime andlor fomctresponsesprovideda sewndaty task has been selected
that meets the criteria explained in the fm section of this auswer.

Conclusion
There is no single best measurc of driver distraction.Objective measures are better than
subjective messures. Secondary-taSLmeasures of driver disrraction offer the best opportunity for
succcss because they canbe related to theories of amtion. Even so, it is not simple to select the

most appropriate secondary task.
References
Kmtowik, B.H. (1992) Selecting -m for human factors research. Human Factors, 34,3 81398.
thtowitz, B.H. & Sirnsek, 0. (2000, in press) Secondary-taskmursures of driver workload In P.
Hancock & P. Desmond (Eds) Stress, workload and fatigue. Mahwah, N J Erlbaum.
Nygren, T.E. (1991) Psychometric pqerties of subjective workload measurement techniques:
Implications for their use in the asscFQIIcnt of perceived mental workload Human Factors, 33,
17-34.
Q. What is the percentage of "driver distnctio-nsed"
traffic accidents in the USA? Of
these, what proportion are related to use of various in-vehicle technologies? What
comparable estimates are available from other countries? What is the magnitude of offsetting benefitsof in-vehicle, distraction-related technologies?

A. The Indiana based, "Tri-Level Study of the Causes of Traffic
Accidents" published by NHTSA in 1975 remains one of the classic
works in amempting to define causal factors in crashes. It tells us that
about Whof crashes include human factors as direct causes. Of these,
approximately 50% were characterized as recognition mrs,40% as
decision m,and lO?h as performance errors. These factors were
derived from detailed analyses of crashes investigated by police and by
bained in-depth crash investigators. Analysts were drawn from several
dwiplines. To my knowledge, the level of detail captured in t h ~ sstudy
has never bcen replicated.
(Answeredby
Frances Bents.
Llynamic Sciences,
Inc.)
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Unfartunately, the Tri-level Study was conducted long before the c m t plethora of in-vehicle
technologies were developd. Still, the repofi cites driver inattention, internal distraction,
improptr lookout and excessive speed among the most prevalent causal factors.
The more recent 1997 NHTSA report, "An Investigation of the Safety Implications of Wireless
Communications in Vehicles" examines cumntdatabases for mdications of technology-use based
causal factors in crashes. As explained in my testimony at the Public Meeting, these. databases
rely heavily on police accident reports to ncogniZe the use of cell phones (and other devices) as
pre-crash factors. Given the widespread use of small, easily concealed, haudheld phones, it is
exiremely difficult for law e n f o m e n t personnel to detect such use in the absence of witness
statements or other physical evidence. Because cell phone use is not Illegal, there is little
incentive for officers to inquire about, or to note such use on their reports. The introduction of
other devicessuch as fax machines and navi&onal aids is so recent, that a body of data (even of
poor data) has not yet been developed.

police reports will never be able to adequately assess technology use as a causal factor. Highway
safety researchers facethe same challenges, and generally conduct their investigations days after
the crashes occur.A crash investigation-generated statistical basis for safety decisions regarding
in-vehicle devices will always be lacking the r e q u i d rigor. None of the other nations which have
passed laws regulating the use of in-vehicle technologies did so on the basis of statistics.
For those few crashes in the FARS and NASS data for 199G1997 which were determined to be
technology related, the citations issued to recognized cell phone-using drivers were primarily for
inattention, failure to yield, run off the mad,and excessive speed. For the in-depth investigations
conducted by Dynamic Science in support of the report, the overriding factor was driver
inattention.
Clearly then, driver inattention is a recognhd and si&icant factor in highway crashes. The
question then becomes, "What c a w s driver inattention?" Any driver can tell you that there are
many causes -roadside activities, crying children,haudling CDs, eating, drinking, shaving,
whatever humans can invenL
Cumnt NfITSA sponsored databases indicate that about 30% of crashes m caused by driver
distraction I am not familiar with comparable data fkom other countries, and refer you to the
National Center for Statistics and Analysis and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics.
In Japan, a one-month study of cell phone use by drivers was conducted by police in June of
1996, prior to the adoption of their law b a n k g band held phone use. They studied 129 crashes
and determined that drivers were generally dialing a phone or responding to a call at the times of
their crashes. This would indicate that biomechanical distraction (handling the phone) is a serious
issue in Japan. Both crash investigation and human factors data in the US.show that it is the
cognitive distraction of being involved in conversation that constitutes the greatest risk for
drivers.
The question of potential benetits of in-vehicle, distraction-relatedtechnologies is of great
interest at this time. The cell phone industry and the law enforcement community tout the benefits
of immediate emergency notifications. Such calls can and should be made from a stopped vehicle,
which d e s the issue of driver dishaction a moot point The human factors research cited in the
1997 report includes one study that indicated that conversation may help offset fatigue among
professional truck drivers. It certainly can be argued that rest is the best cure for driver faiigue,
and adding a recognized cognitive dishaction to au impaired drowsy driving situation may be a
poor solution. in fact, a great deal of attention is focused on fatigued commercial vehicle drivers,
and I have not heard anyone suggest that we should issue cell phones to such drivers to improve
their performance.
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The merits of other in-vehicle technologies such as navigational devices, and night vision systems
will have to be judged based upon human factors studies - at least for the short term. It takes years
to be able to develop a Statistically reliable crash data set for emerging technologies of any kind
as we have seen from recent experience with air bags and antilock brakes. But the absence of
statistics should never be used as an excuse for inaction when a problem has been recognized.
Cell phones an Mt essential devices for driving. In fact, in my opinion,they are an unnecessary
and dangerous sour~eof driver distraction. Our Grst priority must always be safety. The design
and development of new technologies must not be driven by profit, or even by convenience. The
devices must be shown to at least not degrade driving performance if they cannot be shown to
enhance driving safety.
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Q. In evaluating the safety impacts of in-vehicle*hnologies,
or comparative hslts? (8/1/00 1:05:43 PM)
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what are appropriate baselie

A. safety impacts of in-vehicle technologies installed in passenger

( A m ? & by Valerie
Gawron, Veridian
Engineering)

vehicles can best be inferred from the number of near misses
recorded in an instrumented vehicle. The vehicle should be dedicated
to the driver who is the subject for the evaluation and the vehicle
should be used as this driver's primary vehicle ( e g , fleet or personal
car). The numbn: of near misses is collected using "black boxes"
installed in vehicles with ITS.The black boxes recordvideo and
performance data based on "higger criteria." An example of a trigger
criterion is vehicle deceleration greater than 0.4 g. Triggers are
d y z e d to determine ifa near miss really occurred and what caused
it. Again, a befodafter comparison is made. Based on previous data,
the number of triggers per number of d e s is 1000/1. At least
30,000vehicle miles naveled are needed to derive this estimate. Note
vehicles usuaily travel about 1000miles per month.

Alternatives to Near Misses: Braking Time & Unsafe Distrnces
If a long period of time is not practical for the evaluation, then a short duration on-road evaluation
io an instrumented vehicle or a driving simulator cwld be used.The data from such an
evaluation, however, include the effeets of learning to use both the vehicle and tbe in-vehicle ITS,
of being watched, and of performing conhived driving scenarios. For simulators, there are ako
fidelity issues to consider. Data from this method include: obstacle avoidance and lane
maiuteance. Obstacle avoidance is meaSured in two ways: braking time and occurrence of
unsafe distances. Olson and Sivak (1986) measured the h e from the first sighting of an obstacle
until the accelerator was reIeased and the driver contacted the brake. Their data were collected in
an instrumented vehicle driven on a twdane rural road. Drory (1 985) used the same measure in a
simulator to evaluate the effects of different types of sewndary tasks.B q e r , Smith, Queen, and
Slack (1977) used the brake reaction time distance between the cohort vehicle and the subject
driver's vehicle. In addition t h 9 also calculated the minimum area surrounding a vehicle that
should have been clear of other vehicles at the initiation of a specific maneuver and through the
completion of the maneuver. This measure is similar to near misses described previously. To
simplify the analysis in a later study, Burger,Mulholland, Smith, Sharkey, and Bardales (1980)
used 60-foot criterion for gaps during lane changes. More mently, Korteling (1994) used car-
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following performance distance. In a series of on-mad tests at Veridian, vehicle decelerations
greater than 0.4 g were used to indicate unsafe following behavior.

Measuring Lane Maintenance
The risk of lane infringement and run-off-the-road accidents has been inferred from lane
exceedames. This measure has already been used to evaluate in-vehicle ITS.For example, based
on findings in a study of the safety aspccts of cathode Ray Tube (CRT) touch panel controls in
.automobiles,Zwahlen, A b , and DeBald (1988) stated,"the probabilities of lane exceedence
during the operation of a CRT touch panel (driving at 40 mph, along a straighk level, smooth
roadway; under ideal driving conditions)ate 3% and 15% for lane widths of I2 feet and 10 feet,
respectively, which are unacceptable from a driver safety point of view." Summala, Nieminen,
and Punt0 (1996) usedlane exceedances to evaluate location of a display in an automobile
cockpit. Imbeau, Wierwille, Wolf, and Chun (1989) reported that the variance of lane deviation
increased if drivers performed a display reading task. The data from both these studies were
collected in a driving simulator. A similarmeasun, Time-to-Line-Crossing (TLC), was
developed to enhance preview-predictor models of human driving performance. TLC equals the
time for the vehicle to reach either edge of the driving lane. It is calculated fromlateral lane
position, the heading angle, vehicle speed,and commaaded steerhg angle (Godthelp, Miland Blaauw, 1984). Godthelp (1986) reported,based on field study data, that TLC described
anticipatory steering action during curve driving.

Eye Glance Measures
When data can be collected m only a single car and only on the driver (not the vehicle), glance
behavior has been used to infer safety impacts. Glance duration has long been used to evaluate
driver performance. For example, in an early study, Momant and Rockwell (1970) analyzed the
glance behavior of eight drivers traveling at 50 mph on an expressway. As the mute became more
familiar, drivers increased gllmces to the right edge marker and horizon. W e following a car,
drivers glanced more often at lane markers. Burger, Beggs, Smith, and Wulfeck (1974) discussed
the importance of considemg long-duration glances away from the forward scene during safety
evaluations and suggested using 2.00 sec as the definition of a longduration glance. In research
~ M relevant
C
to evaluating the safety impacts of in-vehicle systems, Zwahlen, Adams, and
DeBald (2988), cited previously, investigated the eye scanning behavior when driving in a
straight path while Opuating a simulated CRT touch panel display (radio and climate controls).
Similarly, lmbeau, Wienville, Wolf, and Chun (1989), also cited previously, used time glancing
at a display to evaluate instrument paoel lighting m automobiles. Not unexpectedly, higher
complexitymessages were associated with significantly longer (+0.05s more) glance times.
Kurokawa and Wierwille (1991) found, in a study of control label abbreviation effects, that labels
could produce small but reliable reductions in number of glances to the instrument panel.
Fairclough, Ashby, and Parkes (1993) used glance duration to calculate the percentage of time
that drivers looked at ~ v i g a t i information
~n
(a paper map vmus an LCD text display), roadway
ahead,rear view minor, dashboard, left-Wing mirror, right-Wing mirror, left window, and right
window. Data were collected in an in&umented vehicle driven on British mads. The authors
concluded that this "measure proved sensitive enough to (a) differentiate between the paper map
and the LCDItext display and @) detect aEsDciated changes with regard to other areas of the
visual scene" @. 248). These authors warned, however, that reduction in glance durations might
reflect the drivers' strategy to cope with the amount and legibility of the paper map. These authors
also used glance duration and frequency to compare two in-vehicle route guidance systems. The
data were collected from 23 subjects driving an instrumented vehicle in Germany. The data
indicate, "as glance frequency to the navigation display increases, the number of glances to the
dashboard, rear-view mirror and the left-wing mirror all show a significant decrease" (p. 25 1).
Based on these results, the authors concluded, "Glance duration appears to be more sensitive to
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the difficulty of information update. Glance frequency represents the amount of. "Visual checking
behavior" @. 251).
Differences Between Simulator and On-Road Driver Performance
Olson and Sivak (1984), cited previously, used both laboratory and field studies to evaluate the
effects of glare from rearview mirrors on driver performance. The laboratory study implied a
reduction in seeing distance of 50% but, in the field study, the loss even at the highest glare level
was only 15%.Korteling (1990) used the RT of correct responses and error percentages to
compare laboratory, stationary, and on-mad driving performance. RTs were significantly longer
in on-road driving than in the laboratory.
Summary
If near misses cannot be collected then the following measures have been used to infer safety
impact: braking time, distance to following vehicle, distance to obstacle, vehicle deceleration,
probability of lane exceedence, and glance duration. if comparative data (i.e., in-vehicle ITS
present versus absent) cannot be collected, then the following criteria have been used to infer
safety impact:
Braking time less than the time required to brake prior to hitting the obstacle
Distance to following vehicle, less than braking distance
Distance to obstacle, less than braking distance
Vehicle deceleration, greater than 0.4 g
Probability of lane exceedence, less than 3% for 12 foot lane and 15% for 10 foot lane
Glance duration, less than or equal to 2 seconds

d
Q:

(Answered by Valerie Gawron, Veridian Engineering)

Q. What impact has cell phone use in Japan had on accident rates, and what steps, il any,
has the government taken to improve safety? (713 1/00 6:33:42 AM)

'

(AmweredbJIHiroshi
Tsuda, Nissan)

7

A. in Japan, the accident rate has increased with the proliferation of
cell phones. In 1996, the Japanese National Police Agency conducted
a nation-wide one month survey of all "Police reported" and "injury
related" accidents. The resulting accidenl ratio suggested that the
most dangerous part of using cell phones was receiving the call. The
next was in placing a call. In order to get more data, in both 1997 and
1998, there was a 6 month nation-wide survey, also for all "Police
reported" and "injury related accidents. The results were in line with
previous studies, indicating that the highest number of accidents
occurred when driven were receiving calls (43.0%). followed by
those occumng while making calls (22.9%).In this second s w e y ,
car phone-related traffic accidents were found to represent 0.34%of
all accidents involving injuries (370,536 total cases).

As a result of these investigations, it was concluded that although talking on the phone still
caused accidents, the majority were caused by trying to pick up the call and secondly trying to
place a call. The risk would be greatly reduced ifthe phones were to be hands-free. so the
National Police Agency decided to put a ban on using the phone (or any hand held transmission
device) with the exception of hands-held phones. A very good article describing the National
Police Agency's ban can he found at the following link (http://www.drivers.com/cgibin/go.cgi?type=ART&id=000000273&static~l)
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An extensive campaign on national TV, radio and newspapers preceded the ban that began
November 1999, so it IS safe to assume that it would be difficult to make excuses as to not having
known of such a ban. The National Police Agency did a survey for the first month (1.e.;
November 1999) and compared this with the month before (October 1999) and the same month
the yearkfore when there was no ban in place. Results found that in the month after the revised
Road Traf€~cLaw went into effkct, the n u m k of traffic accidents caused by drivers using
cellular phones that resulted in fatalties or injuries fell by about 75 p e n t Another survey was
umductKl for the half year f b m November 1999 to May 2000 and compared that with the same
period in the previous year. The agency revealed that in this first 6-mOnth-period when the use of
cellular phone while driving was h e & the number of accidents involving the use of cellular
phones decreased by 60%.
My guess is, not everyone changed over to a hands-free phone, although there was an increase in
dcrnand for these devices. My pcrs~nal
view for reasons that accidents went down are:
1. Since most drivers knew it was against the law to use a hand held phone, they just simply
refrained or only used it in v a y restricted instances.
2. Knowing it was against the law,when they did use it, they used it very carefully, which helps
a lot.
3. In reporting to police, excuses such as, "I was using the phone" no longer seemed
appropriate.

I would view that in Japan, with the statistics as those in 1997 and 1998, the decrease in accident
rate compared to before the ban will stabilize at around 40%. Of course, the statistics cited above
apply to Japanese drivers, and since the lraflic situation and the way phones are used in Japan and
in the US is quite different, the same statistics may not generalize to the US.
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Q. What revisions wonld NHTSA like to see made to SAE's
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so called "15 second mle"

proposed recommended practice? (7/27/00 6:2027 AM)

k NHTSA has in the past and will continue to support the

(Question submitted to Michael
Goodman. Response prepared by
Thomar Ranney. Tranrporrtion
Research Center: and Elizabeth
Maaae. N H m )

development of recommended pract~ceslike the 15-second
rule. NHTSA recognizes the considerable efforts of the SAE
Safety and Human Factors Committee on the development
of this recommended practice. Moreover, since the 15second rule is currently under revision, it is unclear what the
next version of the rule will contain. Most generally,
NHTSA does not know what specific changes should be
made to the 15-second rule. There are several reasons for
this position. First,the revision to the rule must represent a
compromise that will be agreeable to a strong majority of
the committee charged with development of the
recommended practice. NHTSA does not presume to know
what changes will create the compromise t6al will be
acceptable to the majority of committee members. Second,
NHTSA believes that there is insufficient direct empirical
evidence on which to make specific recommendations for
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revision to the most recent 15-second rule. Third, NHBA is not sufficiently familiar with
production procedures,which place constraints on the type of testing that can be done on a given
in-vehicle technology.However, there are several changes to the rule that NHTSA believes may
help improve the chances of developing a strong compromise. First,the most-recent version of
the rule only applies to one type of system. Clearly, guidelines are needed to address other types
of systems and it should be decided whether these needs can be addressed in a single rule 01
whether a set of rules is needed.NHTSA believes that cam should be taken to ensure that the 15second rule is not applied to systems to which it was not intended. Second,NHTSA believes that
the static condition defined in the most recent version of the 15-second rule is misleading in that
it may lead people to believe that drivm can safely take their eyes and attention away from the
roadway for 15 seconds. NHTSA believes the rule should be changed in such a way as to
eliminate any confusion about this misinterpretation.Additional suggestions based on research to
assess the quality of the 15-second rule are presented in the NHTSA np01-1titled, "Driver
Distraction with Wireless Telecommunicationsand Route Guidance Systems" posted on
NHTSA's web site at h t t p : / l w w w - n r d n h t s a . d o t g o v / i a c l u d e / c r a s h .

Q. Please comment on this hypothesis. "A properly trained motorist is more Likely to be
concentrating on the act of driving than one who is poorly trained and has not developed
proper driving habits. Such a motorist will be less susceptible to distractionswhile driving."
Is this, ia your opinion, a legitimate area for research? (7/25/00 8:56:18 AM)
:q.
. e._.; .
>C.,

'-

&,

A. First, a working assumption: a 'proprly-tmined' driver is one
who has leamed strategic (trip planningf, tactical (situational
awareness), and operational (vehicle maneuvering)skills to
criterion levels not attainable by a 'poorly-trained' (or untrained)
driver.
Next, one's concenbation on 'the act of driving,' as exemplified by
where one directs one's attention, how quickly and appropriately
one responds to safety threats, etc., can reasonably be expected to
change with experience, as specific behaviors are reinforced in
(Answered by Loren
some situations but not in others. Slowing down and checking
S t a p h , Scienter Cop.)
carefully to the sides as one approaches an intersection where sight
distance is limited by a structure, vegetation,'etc., is reinforced
often enougb so that this training lesson sticks. (The partial reinforcement schedule for such
behavior in fact makes it extremely likely to persist, to the motorist's advantage.) An untrained
driver who happens to behave in this manner is similarly reinforced, of course. Thus, to the extent
that B novice driver is 'properly' trained, the initial months or yean of driving should be
characterized by superior allocation of attention (Le., looking where you should, when you
should) relative to an untrained driver who must (hopefully) lean the same lessons through trial
and mor.
The differences in how effectively drivers attend to potential hazards (as well as their
susceptibility to distractions) as a function of baining may not be so evident over time, however.
Some hazards manifest themselves very infrequently, such as trains encountered at at-grade
crossings. As a result, slowing down sufficiently to effectivelycheck to the sides before crossing
the ~ kmays be reinforced so rarely that the 'properly trained' driver behaves no more safely
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than the untrained driver after some time. This may not be exactly what the question implied, by
"susceptibility to distractions," though.
On this score, it is important to remember that training can have a strong impact on what a driver
CAN do, but does not necessarily determine what he WILL do. An individual who has received
relatively more extensive driver training may be expected to more rapidly find, understand, and
react appropriately to the most safety-critical information in a given situation than an untrained or
poorly bained individual. Training teaches drivers what to expect in the way of potential hazards,
so they may be anticipated and recognized sooner, and responded to more effectively. This gained
efficiency in visual search, except in extremely high demand situations (e.g., high-speed, highvolume traffic; or adverse weather conditions), will result in 'spare capacity.'
That is, while the untrained (especially novice) motorist is likely to experience the driving task as
sufficiently demanding that his or her full attention is required to perform it, the highly-trained
driver will perceive the difficulty of the driving task as being easier-even routine-especially
when driving on familiar routes. And with this perception that one's full attention is not necessary
to meet the demands of the driving task,the susceptibility to distraction increases.
This does not suggest that &ning is unnecessary or counterproductive. With experience, the
same perceptions of spare capacity evolve. And for novices, 1 would expect safety benefits of
training-especially to the extent it is focused on the 'tactical' aspects of driving, situational
awareness and hazard recognition-to be measurable for at least several years. But to reiterate, it
is the pattern of reinforcement for everyday behavior that ultimately controls how often and to
what a driver pays attention.

At the moment, what seems to me to be the most interesting research approach in this area would
be a comparison of the attentional behaviors and hazard avoidance responses, obtained
unobtrusively under completely naturalistic (on-road) driving conditions, between groups selected
to permit study of the interactions between experience, amounthype of training, and functional
ability level.
(Answered by Loren Slaplin, Scienter Corp.)

Q. Figures that mobile phone use in cars involves a four-fold increase in crash risk are now
commonly quoted. If this is true, where are aU the crashes? There has been a massive
increase in cell phone use in automobiles, but has there been a concomitant increase in
crash rates? (7/24/00 7:19:12 AM)
A. The estimates to which you refer were made in an

Goodman, NHTSA)

epidemiological study by a researcher at the University of Toronto.
This study was able to examine crashes in detail, and by obtaining
cell phone records, was able to draw an "association" between the use
of the cell phone and the crash. While causality could not be
established by this approach, the relationships were strong and was
the basis for establishing the increase in crash risk for both hand-held
and hands-free phones. Note also that the lack of crash data does not
mean there is not a orohlem. The data does not exist because it is not
collected by the state authorities. This situation may won change as
the various jurisdictions examine the issue more closely. You should
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also note that other research has consistently shown the relationship between wireless phone use
and a deterioration in safety relevant driving performance. I would suggest that you read some of
the research papers that are included on the web site.

Q.Would not the universnl npplicntion of speech recognition technology allow the safe
dinling of numbers via cell phone while driving? 7R1/007:2435 AM
k S h o r t nnswer: Speech recognition technology could greatly
reduce,but not completely eliminate, distractionsthat may make
dialing a telephone while driving unsafe. Universal application of
speech recognition techlogy may even have the counter-intuitive
effect of degrading ovaall driving safety by encouraging more
people to place calls while driving.

Long nnswer: Spcech mgnition would reduce the manual and
visual distractionS assoCiated with dialing a cellular tekphone. It
would allow drivers to keep their hands on the wheel and eyes on
the
road; however, it would not eliminate the cognitive distractions.
(Amwered by John Lee.
Telephone convenations with hands-free phones demand driver
U n i m i w ofIowa)
attention, particularly complex co~versatiom.Similarly, interacting
with a speech-based operating system can increase driver reaction times to roadway events.
Beurusc the commands to dial a phone are not complicated the cognitive distractions might be
minimal, but speech-recognition in an automotive environment may be prone to errors and
recovering from these errors could draw drivers attention away from the road.In addition,evm a
perfect speech wmgnition system might distract drivers if the dialog structure is not welldesigned. A p r l y designed dialing system could lead the driver to make errors and recovering
from these errors could pose a cognitive distraction.
Other considerations (an even longer answer): The question implies that if the distractions
associated with dialing a telephone were eliminated then the use ofa cellular telephone while
driving would be safe or at least appreciably safer than using a standard cellular telephone while
driving. Completely eliminating the distractions associated with dialing might not affect the
overall safety consequences of using a cellular telephone. Sevaal studies suggest that the primary
dishaction associated with cellular telephones is the conversation and not the dialmg.

Because speech recognition technology makes cellular telephone use SEEM much less dishacting
than manually pushiig the buttons, it may encourage people to make calls that they wouldn't
otherwise make. This would lead to more telephone calls and increase the total potential for
distraction, even though the speech rccOgnition technology might reduce the distraction
associated with placing each call.
Thinkingbeyond the ability of speech recognition technology to dial the number, developers may
take advantage of this technology and hlroduce a range of features that could be substantially
more distracting. With speech recognition,it would be possible to allow the driver to search for
numbers using an elechnic "yellow pages". It would also be possible to allow drivers to search
through electronic business cards to find a number. These features might encourage drivers to do
things they would be unlikely to do (hopefully) with a standard cellular telephone, but that could
be very distracting even with speech recognition.
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Speech recognition technology may slightly decrease the overall distraction associated with
cellular telephones by making dialing the telephone less distracting, but it m a y also enmurage
drivers to place more calls and m a y lead to new f u n c t i o d i that could be quite distracting.

Unless properly implemented speech-recognition technology may have the counter-intuitive
effect of increasing driver distraction and d e h g driving safety.

Q.Whrt role can automation play io redncing the driver distraction problem? What
automated or assistance systems can we erpect to see io the futore? (7/20/00 7:47:20 AM)
k T h e relationship between driver distraction and automation is
complicated and needs to be considered in several parts, because the
effects are likely to be quite Werent:
automation systems tbat can augment the driver's driving
activities by providing additional "eyes and ears";
automation systems that can partially substitute for the driver's
driving activities;
automatian systems that can completely replace the driver's
driving activities.
The firstcategory of automation systems represent collision or safety
walnillg SyStcmS, &g senfca3 to &t& hazardous driving
conditions and then processing the sensor ouguts to determine when
the driver needs to be warned Tbe warnings could be auditory (tones,
buzzm, synthesized speech), haptic (vibration or torque applied to Steering wheel, vibration or
pressure. to gas pedal or seat cushion), kinesthetic (application ofbrake pulse) or visual (lights on
instrument panel, in mirrors or head-up display). The audikny, haptic and kinesthetic warnings
could be very effective at catching the attention of a distracted driver IF they are well designed to
elicit the "correct"emergency response from the driver. The visual warnings are less likely to
help, since the distraaed driver is not nccessSrily going to notice them.
M by Stwen
S h l & ~ .California
(

A

A variety of these systems have been inaoduced to the market for commercial trucks and buses in
the US.,to help avoid forward collisions,nm-off-the-mad crashes and side collisions during lane
changes. However, the passenger car market has not yet seen any of these (except for short-range
warnings to assist in parking, which are not really relevant to the driver distraction issue). A few
such systems have recently been introduced in high-end cars in Japan.

The second category of systems, providing contml assistance to the driver, present a more
complicated picture relative to driver distraction. The most prominent of these systems is adaptive
m i s e control (ACC), which uses a forward ranging sensor such as a radar to measure the
distance and closing rate to the leading vehicle and then uses that i n f o d o n to adjust the speed
behind the leading
ofthe equipped vehicle SO that it maintains an "appropriate" +on
vehicle. h o t h e r system that has been proposed by some people is a lane keeping assistance
system, which would provide an active torque to the staring wheel to tend to keep the vehicle
centered in tbe lane, providing the driver the impression of driving in gentle ruts in the pavement.
The ACC systems may be able to improve safety by encouraging driven to follow at somewhat
longer separations from other vehicles than they do today, and they may be able to reduce rear-

{.
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end crashes caused by inattentive drivers oveaaking slower vehicles. However, if drivers become
overly reliant on the ACC and do not really understand its limitations (inability to sense stopped
vehicles, road debris, and animal intauions and inability to respond to aggressive cut-ins or
abmpt stops of preceding vehicles), it has the potential to exambate the driver distraction
problem. This could even encourage drivers to engage in more non-driving tasks than they do
e to
now while driving, which would be most unfortunak. I am not aware of any d e f ~ t i v data
confirm or refute these hypotheses, which are in urgent need of testing by drivers who do not
know that they are being tested for these issues. Primitive ACC systems have b e a on the
passenger car market in Japan for several years, while capable ACC systems were introduced in
Europe last year and are likely to be available in the U.S. within the next year on select high-end
cars and heavy trucks. The h e keeping assistance systems would pose substantially more serious
coneems for driver distraction and are. not under serious consideration as products at this time, as
far as I can tell. Any attempt to combine lane keepii assistance with ACC has the potential to be
disastrous, because it would present the driver with a simulacrum of automated driving, which
some drivers would be tempted to abuse by ignoring their driving responsWties.

The third category of automation systems, which completely take over the driving function, raise
an additional set of issues. These systems are not subject to distractiw th-lves,
so while they
are muse the driver distractionptublem per se becomes a moot issue. The driver can turn h h e r
attention to other issues, or " b e out" completely, witbout raising safety concerns. However, the
important issue then becomes how to -gage.
the drivds atteation at the end of the automated
drive so that s h e can take over ciriving from the exit of the automated highwsy facility to hiher
final destination. There are also some longer-term challenges associated with the possible

decrement of driving skills or driving attentivenessby drivers who do a large fraction of their
travel in the automated mode, but still need to do considerable wnventional driving. It is
important that they not carry over their "pactationsfor pdonuing other activities during the
automated drive into their conventionalmaouai driving behavior. The fully automated driving
e available only to haasit bus and commercial truck drivers on
capabilities are likely to b
specially equipped facilities within the coming decade;passenger ULT drivers will probably need
to wait until the decade after.

Q. In your opinion, what is the maximum number of recommended information displays a
END should feature? Can you spec& related references? (7/19/00 4:11:36 PM)

k This is a vcry complicated questton that is easily several
d~ssertationsworth of information.I will try to address these
questions briefly and provide additional references that you can
explore offline.

(Answered by Daniel
McGehee, Unrversiry
of Iowa)

Your first question on the maxunum number of recommended
information displays a HUD should feahm can be answered simply:
It depends.There is a tendency for designers to thmk of such &splays
as a panacea. That is, since it intuitively seems that providmg headup mformation is best, then everything should be displayed usmg a
head-up presentatton. One wmprehmive source on guidehnes for
automotive HUD mfomtton content is a PhD dssertation by Steve
Jahns at the University of Iowa (Steven K Jahns, 1996. information
content and format recommendations for automotive head-up
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displays, PhD Dissertation. University of Iowa). The guidelines cited in David C u n y ' s response
to this same question are based on Jahns' work
simple command
It is my personal opinion that ifHUDs are u&, they are best suited to -lay
information (e.g., turn-by-tum information for ~vigation).More complex information (such as a
detailed map) can be more distracting than a head down display. Drivers also may feel overconfident in their glances to a HUD versus a dedicated headdown display (HDD). For instance
drivers know that is dangerous to look away from the roadway when they look at a HDD,
however, drivers may feel that a HUD is safer to look at even the information may be equally as
demanding. Other stahls-bascdinformation is simply not important enough to require head-up
presentation.For instance,a glance to the speedometer is a commonoccumnce, but not
necesssry a visually demanding task. Other driver status information such as telltales also are not
critical enough for this type ofdisplay and may be more salient ifflashed on the instrument panel.
Unlike commerclsl
' and military airnaft, drivers need not react immediately to this type of
information.The use of HUDs for crash avoidance information may also may be a detriment
since the goal ofcrash wamings are to immediately orient the driver's -tion
to the hazard.
Some other issues to consider before selecting a HUD as an infomation source include:
Ambient tight - Most drivers spend much of their time on-the-md during the day under
high ambient tight umditiom. Cost limitations on current H U D s prevent salient
i n f o d o n presentation during high ambient light conditions.
Redundant information Most,if not all information placed on HUDs in the past is
redundant with the insIrument panel. Designers need to consider the cost/benefit Most
HUDs to day are put on vehicles to increase the marketability of a vehicle.
Perceptualcapture- Although HUDs may be focused at a variety of distances in front of
the vehicle, drivers still are required to perceptually capture the information, thus
diStraaing them from the mad (this is especially true for more attentionally demanding
information). It is not possible to "look h u g h the HUD" and see the environment ahead
as well at the information display. We are "spot tight" information processomwe are
either looking at the HUD information or the outside environment. As a consequence,
there are two distinct visual planes with HUDs and driving that independently require
driver processing reMIuTCes.
A list of specific litcmture that takes into account (1) emerging technologies (2) cognitive
load (3) the line of sight, and (4) driver preferences and adaptability to such a system can
be found at the following link: wwl.uiowa.edd--DDcihudrefs.hun1

-
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Q. The USA Today recently reported a story on cell phones and electronic driving
distractions. The following statements, 8ttribnted to you, were cited in that article.
"Glancing from the road to insert a compact diss for example, makes a driver six times
more likely to have an accident than glancing at the fuel gauge, says Tom Dingus, director
of the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute. Programming some navigation systems while
driving can increase the risk of an accident 30 times, Dingus says." Please explain. (7/14/00
10W.46 AM)

A. Wierwille and Tijerina (1998) using a narrative crash database
firom North Carolina were able to put together a simple regression
model that relates eye glance behavior to clash rates. This model,
although simple, is built upon actual crash data and reasonable
assumptions.The model requires as input the following
parametm:
0
AverageGlanceLength
Number of Glances, and
Frequency of device use

'

The data for the fuel gage was present in the Wienville and
Tijerina article as were data on the frequency of using radio
Dingus 'VirginiaTech
controls.I used additional data that we bave gathered on-road over
Transportation Institute)
several years from a variety of studies and data that were present
in other articles to generate a range representing the types of new &vices that are coming onto
the market. In addition to using these data for glance length and number of glances, I estimated
that a typical frequency of use for such a device would be 20 times per week This represents two
times per commute trip and would probably be a reasonable estimate for a navigation system with
traffic infomation or a mobile internet type of application. In contrast, the radio conh.01 use
frequency was 56 times per week. From these data, the model predicted a c m h rate of 7 to 32
times higher for the newer devices relative to the simple visual task of checking a fuel gage.
Reference
Wierwille, W.W.and Tijerina, L. (1998). Modelling the Relationship between Driver In-Vehicle
Visual Demands And Accident Occurrence. In Vision in Vehicles VI. North Holland Press,
hmstesdarn.

Q. In your opinion, what is the muimnm number of recommended information displays a
HUD should feature? (7/14/00 8:5205 AM)
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(Answered by David
C u r y , Delco Electronicv
Corporation)

kDelphi uses the following guideline as to the amount of
information to be displayed on a Head-Up Display (HUD).
"To insuretimely drives detection and response to the HUD
infonnation, the number of items on the HUD should be kept to a
minimum by including only that information which is required or
useful for a given set of circumstances.
To ensure tbat the impact on driver task performance is
tninimkd, no more than four to five efficiently designed
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information items should be displayed on the HUD at any one time.
If HUD infomation is only presented at very infrequent intervals (e.g., to indicate a
system failure), the information may result in a prolonged "novelty" effect or a less than
optimal driver response to IIUD warning information.Provide enough HLTD display
information so that the driver is accustomed to scanning and responding to HUD
information"
& a general rule, the greater the number of items on the display, the more distraction potential
the display will have. During simulator experiments which we sponsored, driven with 7 or 8
items on the HUD glanced at the display with increased frequency and duration in comparison to
displays with fewer items. Their speed maintenance and lane position paformance were also
reducedwhile using high information complexity displays. Based upon these results, it is
recommended that a maximum of four or five information items be presented on the HUD at any
one time. This will eliminate overload potential by providing a cap in the complexity level the
HUD can attain.Furthermore,an attempt should be made.to keep the number of items on the
HUD as low as possible at any one moment in time. Driver w t i o n to new inf-tion
items wilJ
be best if such items are added to an uncluttered display (containing, for example, only one other
item). If the driver has to detect a change in one of several items,reaction time will increase.
Basically, this is an endorsement of "by-uception" type of HUD information-in other words,
telltales may be displayed on the HUDfor system malfuoctions, but multiple status indicators
(e.g., engine twperature,oil pressure, aC), for the most parl, would not be appropriate unless
they were out of tolerance. Notable exceptions to this heuristic would be such items of frequently
accessed informationas vehicle Speea

Note: Material for this response wm gathered from guidelinesprepared by Steve Jahns and Tom
Dingus at the Human Factors Research Group at the Cmter for Computer-Aided Design at the
Univmity of Iowa under Delco Electronics sponsorship.

Q. How does crash risk change as a function of driver experience using car phones? Does
risk drop or increase? Does this generalizes to other io-vehicle technologies? (7/10/00
125494 PM)

A. To my howledge, there is no crash investigation field data
which has asked cell phone-using driven involved in crashes about
their related level of experience. Given the difficulties in trying to
identify cell-phone use among crash involved drivers, it is not likely
that reliable information regarding phone use behavior will be
forthcoming.
We must then defer to human factors data.There are 3 types of
distraction generally cited in the literature: visual, mechanical and
cognitive.

(Answered by Frances
Bents, mnamic
Sciences, lnc.)

It may be valid to assume that as cell phone users become more
familiarwith their equipment, they may spend less time looking at
their device to turn on the power, or dial. They will still have to look
at their phone if there are text messages, or other features. Therefore,
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thcre may be decreased visuul distraction of a second or two for frequent users who can manually
d
e
w the power button and speed dial features.
With regard to mechanical dishaction, the argument is that using a phone m a hands he. mode
(i.e., placing the phone in a holder of nome sort)deatasesdriver distmctioo.The phone must still
be dialed in some way, and calls sent out, but drivm would not be holding the phone to their ear.
Frequent or casual cell phone users may decrcasc their mechanical dishadon by using a holder,
and keeping both bands on the whecl.

What seems to be most relevant to safe cell phone use is the cognitive distraction. I defer to the
huaau factors experts who may have studied our ability to better multi-task as activities are
practicca But I would also caution that such practice would again more l i l y address the visual
and mechanical aspects of cell phone use. Anyone of driving age has made numerous phone calls,
using land lines, during their lifetimes. How do we respond to someone who is standing in front
of us txying to capture our attention while we are on the phone? Often we wave them away, or
interrupt our conversation on the phone to addmss the other person. Even after years of talking on
the land line phone, our ability to concenmte on more than one activity doesn't seem to improve.
The activity that cell phone using drivers are not attending to is the driving task. I believe that this
is a critical issue, and tbat non-essential technologies wbich do not help us operate our vehicles
more safely should not be allowed

Q. Given that many in-vehicle technologies are now available and beiig used in Japan,
what lessons can yon offer to make these systems safer lor drivers? (7/6/0011:38:54 AM)

(Answered by Hiroshi
Tsuda.NUSM)

k Before giving my view regarding t h s , I would like to point out that
there are differences between the two countries and that some aspects
will not translate from one country to the other. In 1989, when the
first "aamate-to-the-aact-shmt"navigation system for the Japanese
market came out, there was much &scussion as to how much
information should be shown to the driver while the car was in motion.
There was also concern over operation of the navigation system, such
as inputting destinations.After much debate, it was decided that the
major automotive OEMs would get together and conduct research to
form the basis for common guidelines that would ensure good usable
products while ensuring safety.

Reviews of previous research and follow UD emwiments with vanous svstems and loa& were
~ . conducted to come up with what is called the J A M guidelmes. (I&:
Japanese Automobile
Manufacturing Association.) The guidelines have undergone a couple of revisions as technology
emerged, such as wheo communication of real-time haffrc information became common.
I would not want to use the expression 'learn", but rather address what is worth considering when
developing and marketing such new in-vehicle systems. Below are personal views that 1 believe
m a n y of my colleagues share.
~

1. Human nature; Will the product (even if unintentionally) causc "human nature" to do
what is no1 rationally safe? lf the answer is yes, then consideration should be given as lo
how these systems are designed and marketed.
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2. The Good and the BAD; Will the public benefit hnn these systems? If so,we should
seek to ensure that the merits ffom these systems will be realized without getting overly

..

cautious and killing the good in them. Therefore, guidelines must he practical. We cannot
expect perfection.
3. Cooperation & Competition Without going against anti-trust issues,there should he good
(honest) cooperation between OEMs so that logically and praaicaly correct systems
emerge and Competition will be fought in meas where we will not sacrifice Safety.
Having certain restrictionswill in many cases spawn new jnnovative design that are
easier to use as well as being safer. This is healthy Competition.
4. Timing is crucial. It is difficult to come to c o ~ e n s u sonce products come out in great
numbers.Af'ter commiltiugto a CeTtain design, there could be a tendency for non-logical
factors to dominate discussions. So it is better to come to a timely conclusionof a GradeB solution d e r than waiting forever for a Grade-A solution. In some eases, "Good is
better than best, because best may never come."
5. Flexibility. Since technology evolves, we should be preparedto change guidelines to
match these changes. Thae should be an institutional effori and climate that facilitates
this making it possible to observe timing issues mentioned above (number 4).

i
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